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ndonesia's program to procure Sukhoi 
Su-35 'Flanker-E' multirole combat air-
craft from Russia is at risk of termination 
because of the possible consequences of 

US legislation that seeks to penalize procur-
ers of Russian military systems.

Air Commodore Novyan Samyoga, the 
chief of information in the Indonesian Air 
Force (Tentara Nasional Indonesia-Angka-
tan Udara: TNI-AU), told Jane's at the Indo 
Defence show in Jakarta on November 7, 
2018, that if the US places overbearing re-
strictions on Indonesia through the legisla-
tion the service will be forced to procure a 
“Western fighter aircraft”.

If that happens, Jane's understands that 
Lockheed Martin's F-16 Viper fighter is like-
ly to be selected by the TNI-AU instead of 
the Su-35. 

I

INDO DEFENCE 2018: 
INDONESIA’S  
SU-35 PROCUREMENT 
FACES CAATSA 
HURDLE / JANE'S DEFENCE WEEKLY

s Andrey Boginsky, Director General 
of the Holding explained, preliminary 
negotiations with the companies from 

the South-East Asia and Latin America had 
already been held.

Holding “Russian Helicopters” (part of 
the State Corporation “Rostec”) intends to 
begin deliveries of multi-purpose helicop-
ters Ansat abroad in 2019, Andrey Boginsky 
informed, on the sidelines of the Eastern 
Economic Forum.

“We have plans to deliver [helicopters 
Ansat for export]. We keep working with 
“Rosaviatsiya” on validation of the certifi-
cates for Ansat. As soon as we obtain such 
a certificate, thus, the dream comes true,” 
Boginsky said. 

A

“RUSSIAN 
HELICOPTERS” 
INTEND TO BEGIN 
EXPORT OF ANSAT  
IN 2019 / IA TASS

ortfolio of orders of Vietnam in the line of Military-Technical Cooperation 
with the Russian Federation exceeds $1 bln, Dmitry Shugayev, Head of the 
Federal Service of Military-Technical Cooperation, informed journalists. 

“Today we have the portfolio of orders exceeding $1 bln”, he said.
Shugayev added that Russia together with Vietnam, performed scientific 

and research works on study of tropic influence on the military equipment pro-
duced in Russia. He reminded that in due time the contracts for delivery of  
Su-30-MK-2 aircraft, Project 636 boats have already been implemented. In re-
gard to tank deliveries under the contract signed in 2017, this work is included 
into the schedule according to the Federal Service of Military-Technical Coop-
eration. “Certainly we pay a great attention to the after-sale service [of equip-
ment], we are ready to provide assistance to the factory on repair of aircraft 
equipment,” Shugayev said. 

P

PORTFOLIO OF ORDERS OF VIETNAM 
IN THE LINE OF MILITARY-TECHNICAL 
COOPERATION WITH RUSSIA  
EXCEEDS $1 BLN / IA TASS

krainian Companies have won the tender for repair and modernization of 
17 helicopters MI-17 for the Turkish gendarmerie. “Oligarh” found out about 
it through the report of “Ekonomicheskaya Pravda” (Economic Truth) with 

reference to Twitter of Arsen Avakov, Head of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. 
“Ukraine has won the tender – $40 mln for repair and modernization of 17 

helicopters MI-17 for the Turkish gendarmerie”, the Minister wrote. According 
to him, the agreement will be implemented by “Motor Sich Company” and the 
repair plant in Konotop. 

U

BOGUSLAYEV WILL REPAIR 
HELICOPTERS OF TURKISH 
GENDARMERIE / OLIGARH.MEDIA

N
E

W
S
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RUSSIA GRANTS TURKEY 
OPTION OVER S-400 
PURCHASE
IA “Interfax”

The contract for procurement Russian 
air defence S-400 missile systems by 
Turkey includes an option after the 
main part of delivery, as Yuri Borisov, 
Vice Prime Minister, informed.
“There are many interested parties 
for our air defence systems. Turkey 
has the first option”, Yuri Borisov 
said. However, he did not specify the 
volume of the option.

SLOVAKIA HAS PLANS FOR 
PURCHASE OF 14 AMERICAN 
FIGHTERS F-16V
Press-release of the Ministry of 
Defence of Slovakia, 12.12.2018

Peter Gaydosh, Minister of Defence of 
Slovakia has signed the agreements 
and contract documents for 
procurement of 14 American fighters 
Lockheed Martin F-16V Viper Block 
70/72 (12 single-seat and two two-
seat) for the Air Forces of Slovakia 
in the presence of Peter Pellegrini, 
Prime-Minister of Slovakia in the 
Office of the Government of the Slovak 
Republic in Bratislava. The cost of the 
purchase will be over EUR 1.6 bln.

ussian Aerospace Defence Concern “Almaz-Antey” 
plans to deliver high-technology products to three 
Syrian aerodromes, deliveries may be started next 

year, announced Alexander Vedrov, Deputy Director 
General of “Almaz-Antey”.

“First of all, it is Damask aerodrome, then Latakia 
and Aleppo. Those are the three, all the others [will 
have deliveries] following their liberation”, he said on 
the sidelines of the 60th Damask International Fair. Ac-
cording to him, “the whole range (of devices), which is 
used in the world of modern equipment for safe air traf-
fic” including radars, meteorological location systems 
and air traffic management systems, are planned to be 
delivered there.

This year, according to Vedrov, the company plans 
to complete “inspection within the aerodrome area, in 
order to understand” the scope of the required equip-
ment. The deliveries may be commenced in the next 
year.
Moreover, the Deputy Director General noted that the 
company is holding negotiations with the Organization 
of radio and television of Syria on deliveries of digital 
video systems by the “Almaz-Antey” Concern. 

R

ussia has already managed to come to an agreement with some buyers of weapon and 
military equipment to make payments in national currency, Yuri Borisov, Vice Prime 
Minister, informed.

“A number of contracts have already been transferred into national currency. Time for 
full transfer to settlements in national currency can’t be exactly indicated,” Yuri Borisov said 
to journalists.

“Actually, the Federal Service for Military-Technical Cooperation, the “Rosoboronex-
port” carry a serious work in this trend. Principally, our main partners (purchasers of our 
equipment) look at this problem rather maturely. Why should we have contracts with Iraq 
or China in USD? It is not at all necessary,” noted the Vice President of the government of 
Russia.

He told that all this work is a derivative from the sanctions, which were introduced by 
the USA and supported by European countries.

“This is really a problem of a certain kind, but it also has its solutions. There is a transfer 
to settlements in national currency... We are interested in the currency which has real mar-
ket liquidity, which we can always convert in RUB: EUR, CHF, GBP, INR. There are plenty of 
other possibilities besides USD,” Mr Borisov informed. 

R

SOME RUSSIAN CONTRACTS FOR WEAPONS 
AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT DELIVERY 
ALREADY TRANSFERRED INTO NATIONAL 
CURRENCY / IA “INTERFAX”

“ALMAZ-ANTEY” PLANS TO 
DELIVER ITS PRODUCTS TO THREE 
AERODROMES IN SYRIA / IA RIA “NOVOSTI”

N
E

W
S

N
E

W
S

1.6 BLN
€
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CONTRACT FOR DELIVERY 
OF RUSSIAN PANTZYR TO 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA COME 
INTO FORCE
IA “Interfax”

Russia has started implementation  
of the contract for delivery of two  
anti-aircraft rocket-gun systems 
Pantzyr S-1 to Equatorial Guinea, 
informed Dmitry Shugayev, Director 
of the Federal Service for Military-
Technical Cooperation of Russia.
“The contract was signed and 
came into force. The work on 
its implementation is performed 
according to the achieved 
agreements”, Dmitry Shugayev said.

RUSSIA AND INDIA SIGNED 
CONTRACTS FOR DELIVERY OF 
FIVE REGIMENTAL S-400 SETS
IA “Interfax”

“Contract for delivery of air  
defence missile weapon system of 
S-400 Triumf was signed during  
the negotiations of the President of 
the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin 
in Delhi in October,” Dmitry Peskov, 
Press Secretary of Russian Leader 
informed.

n 2019 Turkey will receive air defence systems S-400 from Russia under the contract, Yuri 
Borisov, Vice Prime Minister of Russia, informed.

“In spite of all threats from the United States of America, Turkey doesn’t break this 
contract. On the due date – in 2019 – it will receive all the equipment according to our con-
tract obligations,” Yuri Borisov said to journalists, answering the question of “Interfax” on 
the export of Russian air defence systems.

He noted that the manufacturer of the systems, Russian Aerospace Defence Concern 
“Almaz–Antey”, has long-term export contracts nowadays. “They all queue up,” the Vice 
Prime Minister said, adding that not only long standing partners of the Russian Federation 
are interested in the equipment.

“Demand for Russian air defence equipment exists (IF), we can actually proudly say 
that we are a global-wide leader. This is not only S-400, but also unique possibilities of 
Pantzyr, modernized Buk-M3M, Tunguska, portable SAM weapon, which are also in de-
mand,” he stated.

Moreover, the Vice Prime Minister informed that China would also obtain air defence 
missile weapon system S-400 in due time. “Within the terms specified by the contract,” said 
Yuri Borisov answering the question of “Interfax”. 

I

VICE PRIME MINISTER BORISOV REPORTED 
PLANS TO DELIVER ALL S-400S  
TO TURKEY IN 2019 / IA “INTERFAX”

WITH F-16 BUY, SLOVAKIA 
‘CUTTING OFF’ RUSSIAN 
HARDWARE  / DEFENSE NEWS

N
E

W
S

NATO member Slovakia is on track to purchase14 Lock-
heed Martin F-16V fighters to replace its MiG-29 jets in a 
wider effort to break from Russia, the Slovak Ministry of 
Defence’s No. 2 official said Saturday.

In an interview on the sidelines of the Halifax Inter-
national Security Forum, MoD State Secretary Róbert 
Ondrejcsák said of the Russian defense industrial rela-
tionship: “We are cutting off as quickly as we can.

“The most important connection with Russia is still 
the MiG-29, which is still Russian manufactured, and 
it’s what we are cutting now with the decision about the 
F-16s,” Ondrejcsák said. “There also are other smaller 
systems.”

In the same vein, Slovakia also expects to receive 
five more Sikorsky UH-60M Black Hawk helicopters, 
which completes its planned purchase of nine. (Long-
term plans call for at least 18 multi-role helicopters to 
replace Soviet-designed Mi-17 rotorcraft, though no 
platform has been selected as yet.)
“By replacing them, we are also cutting those ties with 
Russia,” Ondrejcsák said, adding that Slovakia will fly 
the UH-60 and Mi-17 for several years while the UH-60 
is phased in. N

E
W

S
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audi Arabia will buy Lockheed Martin’s 
$15 billion missile defense system, a US 
Department of State spokesman said 

on Wednesday, after aggressive lobbying 
by the administration to close the deal that 
included a personal call between President 
Donald Trump and Saudi King Salman. 

The State Department said the Saudis 
and US officials signed the letters of offer 
and acceptance documents on Monday, 
formalizing terms for Saudi’s purchase of 
44 Terminal High Altitude Area Defense 
(THAAD) launchers, missiles and related 
equipment. 

S

SAUDI ARABIA 
INKS DEAL FOR 
LOCKHEED'S MISSILE 
DEFENSE SYSTEM /IA REUTERS

he portfolio of orders of “Rosoboronex-
port” has grown since August, 2018 by 
$1 bln and amounts to $46 bln, Alexan-

der Mikheev, Director General of “Rosobo-
ronexport” informed journalists.

“Now the portfolio of “Rosoboronex-
port” has increased by $1 bln and is $46 
bln, comparing to August of curent year,” 
Mikheev said at the exhibition ADEX-2018.

He specified that the orders portfolio 
is sufficiently flexible index, constantly 
changing upward or downward. According 
to Mikheev, “Rosoboronexport” keeps it at 
the level of $45–46 bln. “Rosoboronexport” 
aims to develop and strengthen available 
cooperation ties with other countries, in-
cluding countries of Caspian Sea region,” 
he added.

T

“ROSOBORONEXPORT” 
ORDERS PORTFOLIO 
GROWS BY 
$1 BLN / RIA “NOVOSTI”

ussia and countries of sub-Saharan Africa have signed 20 contracts for 
weapon delivery within the last two years. This information was released 
by Press Service of “Rosoboronexport”.
As it was noted, the company considered countries of sub-Saharan Afri-

ca as strategic and long-term partners. “Only in the last two years, we have 
signed over 20 contract documents. According to our assessments, the regional 
markets of weapons and military equipment will demonstrate the stable trend 
to expansion in the years coming,” Alexander Mikheev, Director General of 
“Rosoboronexport” informed as reported by the Press Service.

According to data of the company, the market of weapons and military 
equipment in the countries of sub-Saharan Africa is growing due to a number 
of objective factors. “They include spreading of international terrorism, Islamic 
radicalism, persisting thread of maritime piracy. Moreover, different subdivi-
sions of the countries of the region take active part in peace-support operation 
under the egis of UN and African Union,” the Press Service stated. 

R

RUSSIA SIGNED 20 CONTRACTS FOR 
WEAPON DELIVERY WITH AFRICAN 
COUNTRIES IN THE LAST 
TWO YEARS / IA TASS

ast week, a naval delegation led by Inspector General (Nuclear Safety) Vice 
Admiral Soonil V Bhokare returned after a tour of Russia. They inspected 
two Akula-1 class submarines, the Bratsk and the Samara, laid up for a 

deep refit at the “Zvezdochka” shipyard in the Arctic port of Severodvinsk. The 
delegation also included a Joint Secretary (Finance) in the MoD discussed the 
lease of one of these submarines reportedly for $3.3 billion (Rs 23,000 crore).

The Indian side is believed to have agreed to this amount and this could be 
the biggest defence deal after the two countries following the $5.4 billion (Rs 
40,000 crore) purchase of five S-400 air defence missile systems in October and 
a $1.5 billion deal to buy two Admiral Grigorovich class frigates from Russia.

The naval delegation's visit was followed by a four-day visit to Russia by 
Admiral Lanba, where he reportedly discussed the Chakra lease and the con-
struction of conventional submarines in India. 

L

INDIA CLOSE TO SEALING RS 23,000 
CRORE LEASE DEAL FOR RUSSIAN 
N-SUB / INDIA TODAY

N
E

W
S
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pparently, in the near future it will 
keep the leading position in the ge-
ography of arms supply from Russia, 
however it is equally important to 

look at Russian MTC history comparing 
with the countries of the region and to 
point its characteristics. 

Russia and the USSR have a long history 
of arms supply to different Asian countries. 
In the days of Imperial Russia small arms 
was supplied to Korea and China, in 1920–
1930s during the Soviet period there were 

The sharp breakthrough in “Indian direction” that happened in Autumn 2018 
in Russian and Indian MTC, partly symbolizing the beginning of practical 
intergovernmental arrangement of October 2015 implementation, makes us look again 
at Arms market of countries of the Pacific Rim in terms of Russia's presence in it.

Text by Andrei Frolov 

major arms supply to China both for Com-
munist forces and Kuomintang. Mongolian 
People's Republic was also a large recipient 
of Soviet arms due to vicinity of the USSR 
to Mongolia. After the Second World War 
the USSR started to supply arms to Korea, 
Indonesia, and North Vietnam, together 
with supplies to Communist China. Since 
1961 active MTC cooperation with India has 
begun, and before that there had been the 
contract with Pakistan. Then, in 1970s Laos 
and Kampuchea have also been supplied 
with arms. 

MILITARY-TECHNICAL 
COOPERATION BETWEEN 
RUSSIA AND COUNTRIES  
OF PACIFIC RIM

A
Due to the collapse of the USSR MTC 

with China was renewed (which started to 
renew in the end of 1980s) and since 1991 
cooperation with India has increased. Mean-
while there were breakthrough to previous-
ly closed for the USSR markets. This is the 
case of Malaysia and South Korea, as well as 
Bangladesh and Myanmar. Quite important 
move was the return to Indonesian market. 
In 2000s Thailand and the Philippines were 
also supplied with Russian arms.

Speaking about the situation of 2010s 
the following should be noted. From year to 
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AL-31F aircraft engines 
AL-31FN aircraft engines 
 AI-225-25F aircraft engines

Su-30MKI fighters
Mi-17V-5 helicopters 
Frigates of project modified 11661E (Gepard 3.9) 
Infantry fighting vehicles BMP-3F
 Mi-171 helicopters

Helicopters Mi-17V-5
Su-30MK2V fighters

S-400 surface-to-air missile system
RD-93 engines 
A-50EI AWACS planes

Su-35 fighters
Mi-17V-5 helicopters 
Mi-35M attack helicopters 

AL-31F engines
D-30KP-2 engines
Be-200ChS amphibious aircraft

Be-200ChS amphibious aircraft
Be-103 amphibious aircraft
Mi-171E helicopters 
Ka-32A11VS helicopters 
"Ansat" helicopters 

S-400 surface-to-air missile system
Project 11356  frigates
Project 11356 frigates, to be built in India
"Igla-S" short-range man-portable air defense system
KAB-1500L guided bombs
Su-35 fighters
Su-30SM fighters
AK-101/102 assault rifles

CONTRACT TABLE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

country subject of contract amount delivery 
(years)

contract 
sum

(USD bln)
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year it is difficult to estimate Russian MTC 
with countries of the Pacific Rim due to in-
formation protection about Russian MTC 
on the whole. However, there are some fig-
ures in the media and some contracts with 
region countries become known. 

Thus, based on open data analysis it 
may be stated that during the 2010s India, 
China and Vietnam were the leading pur-
chasers of Russian arms. As for China, this 
situation is especially significant because 
at the end of 2000s and the beginning of 
2010s the number of large Chinese con-
tracts declined, however signing of some 
new contracts (on Su-35 fighter and four 
ЗРС С-400 regiments) changed this trend. 
Thus, according to official data, in 2013 Chi-
na and CIS accounted for 13% of Russian 
arms export. In 2015 Pacific Rim accounted 
for 42% of Russian arms supply, and Middle 
East and North Africa accounted for 36%. It 
was also reported (in 2016) that order port-
folio with China reached 8 billion dollars 

or 16% of the whole portfolio, and supplies 
reached 3 billion dollars or 20% of the total 
annual arms export.

It is interesting that in 2017 the share 
of Pacific Rim export increased up to 45% 
probably due to shipment growth under the 
contracts with China. It was also reported 
that last year India accounted for 16% of all 
export orders for Russian arms and order 
portfolio has amounted to 4 billion dollars. 

In 2018, portfolio of contracts with Chi-
na reached 6.5 billion dollars, and China 
accounted for 12% of arms supplies (about 
2 billion dollars). Vietnam accounted for 1 
billion dollars of order portfolio. 

As for MTC of Russia with region coun-
tries characteristics, the following features 
should be noted:

• As a rule, the region countries were 
initial customers for new Russian arms 
(Su-30MKI and Su-35 fighters, 11356 
project frigates, S-400 surface-to-air 
missile systems). 

• Specifics of trade with the region 
countries during the period of 2011–
2018 can be described as dominance of 
contracts for aviation equipment sup-
ply.
• In MTC with Pacific Rim countries 
wide range of financial instruments 
is used (customer resources, Russian 
credit, barter, gratuitous transfer and 
national currency use).
• The region countries were the first to 
suffer from CAATSA American Law in 
the part of MTC with Russia (Indonesia, 
India, and China).
• Russia had not only to face rivalry 
from her usual opponents (MIC of the 
West, Israel and China) but also to suf-
fer from increasing capacity of the re-
gion countries MIC.
• Since 2014, Pacific Rim countries have 
become the only source of Russian Mili-
tary import, especially of components 
for platforms produced in Russia.  

VLADIMIR DROZHZHOV,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR  
OF THE FEDERAL SERVICE 
FOR MILITARY-TECHNICAL 
COOPERATION

Russian and Indian specialists 
have agreed upon and initialed 
a draft contract for research 
and development works on a 
promising multifunctional fighter. 
Russia is ready to sign the 
contract. We are waiting for our 
Indian partners' decision.

DENIS MANTUROV,
MINISTER OF TRADE  
AND INDUSTRY  
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

India is Russia's major partner in 
aircraft building. It concerns supply 
of various samples of Russian 
equipment to the Indian market as 
well as mutual production programs. 
Together with HAL Company UAK 
is working on licensing production 
programs, repair and modernization 
of Su and MiG as well as on mutual 
airplane development programs, for 
example, promising multifunctional 
fighter (FGFA).

MARZUKI YAHYA,
DEPUTY MINISTER  
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS  
OF MALAYSIA

We are discussing transfer  
of technology, cooperation  
in aviation, and we know that 
Russia is very good at it.  
We expect to find new 
technologies and arrange  
for transfer of technology between 
the Russian Federation and 
Malaysia, and this is what  
Malaysia is now focusing on.

the international cooperation
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he main and single manufacturer of 
IFVs in Russia is “Kurgan machine 
building plant” (KMZ) JSC, which pro-
duces BMP-3 and vehicles on their base 

both for the Ministry of Defence of Russia 
and for export. Besides, the enterprise of-
fers its own variants of modernization for 
BMP-2 and BMP-3 supplied for export previ-
ously. On the other hand, as to BMP-2 mod-
ernization, the “Instrument Design Bureau” 
JSC was also present in the export market 
with its own armament module Berezhok, 
which too was successful in export.

Export of armoured vehicles from Russia is one of the main ones with regard to supply 
of equipment for ground troops. Supplies of armoured fighting vehicles T-90 of various 
modifications are the most known in media, while supply of APCs and IFVs remains  
in some shade. Although, by scopes of supplies in post-Soviet period, supplies of IFV  
of new production and from inventory are comparable with shipping  
of the armoured fighting vehicles.

Text by Andrei Frolov 

Since 1983, BMP-2 became a basis of 
production program of the KMZ and has 
been produced in high volumes up to 1992, 
though some small batches of vehicles were 
produced up to 2005-2006. Licensed pro-
duction of BMP-2 was organized in Czecho-
slovakia (Slovakia), in ZTS plant (344 vehi-
cles have been built from 1988 till 1996) and 
in India, in the plant in Medak, where more 
than 1.5 thousand units have been made 
from 1987 up to nowadays. By the way, the 
Indian party developed a number of special 
purpose vehicles on the basis of BMP-2. It 

A
is interesting, that, in spite of the evidently 
obsolete design, there still is demand for 
these vehicles in the world market, so that 
puts a question of renewal of their produc-
tion in Russia, in case a large export order 
appears.

BMP-2 was replaced with a new genera-
tion vehicle BMP-3, accepted by the army 
in May, 1987. Since the end of 1987, the 
KMZ started serial production of BMP-3 in 
parallel with BMP-2, although, due to pro-
longed finalization of the vehicle, it went 

BMP-3M

EXPORT OF INFANTRY 
COMBAT VEHICLES  
FROM RUSSIA
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MIKHAIL PETUHOV, 
DEPUTY HEAD  
OF THE FEDERAL AGENCY 
ON MILITARY-TECHNICAL 
CO-OPERATION  
OF RUSSIA

As to additional supply of BMP-3F 
to Indonesia, then Russia, naturally, 
is interested in supplying additional 
batches of the infantry combat 
vehicles and ready to perform supply 
on request of our partners

BMP-3F

slowly. Taking into account the fact, that 
the Ministry of Defence of the USSR and 
Russia purchased small batches of BMP-3 in 
1980–1990s, the largest share of production 
was accounted for by the export deliveries, 
moreover, this “disbalance” continues to 
be, in practice, up to the present moment, 
even in spite of existing grow of volume of 
BMP-3 purchases within the frame of the 
state defence order.

In a sense, it was the supplies of BMP-
3s for export that has helped the KMZ in 
the conditions of financial-and-economic 
crisis in the country. The UAE have become 
the first customer, which still remains the 
largest operator of BMP-3 up to now. Ne-
gotiations on supply of BMP-3 to UAE were 

started in the Soviet Union just after com-
pletion of the war of 1991 in Persian Gulf, 
and successful tests of four vehicles were 
conducted in Abu Dhabi in August, 1991. In 
1992 and 1997, the contracts for delivery of 
815 BMP-3s in total were signed.

After appearing of the first customer, 
the new contracts have followed. So, in 
1994, the contracts for supply of 122 BMP-3s  
to Kuwait and 45 BMP-3s to Cyprus were 
signed, and in 1996, supply of 33 BMP-3s 
to South Korea began on account of repay-
ment of debts of the former USSR.

Besides, in 1992–2000, the KMZ ful-
filled the contract concluded in November, 
1991, for organization of licensed produc-
tion of BMP-2 in Iran, by delivering 82 fin-
ished BMP-2s to this country, as well as 331 
vehicle sets for assembling BMP-2s in the 
specially constructed plant in Teheran. The 
agreement implementation was interrupt-
ed due to signing by Russian party and the 
USA the known protocol “Gor-Chernomyr-
din” on cutting-back the military-technical 
co-operation with Iran.

Thus, over a period through 1990s, the 
KMZ has had a relatively stable workload 
in comparison with other defence plants, 
though not at such a high level as it used 
to have in Soviet time (for example, in peak 
1995, the KMZ produced about 250 BMP-3s 
and vehicles on their basis for delivery to 
foreign countries).

However, after the above orders had 
been fulfilled, the situation deteriorated 
significantly, as new contracts were not 
signed, and in 2001–2004, Russia, as to 
IFVs, exported only supply of spare parts 
for them with the cost of several million 
dollars per year.

In 2005, the KMZ also fulfilled the only 
export contract signed after 2001 for deliv-
ery of the second batch (37 units) of modi-
fied BMP-3 to South Korea (on account of 
repayment of Russia’s state debt), as well 
as supplied spare parts for BMP-3 to the 
amount of 15 million dollars.

Implementation of the contract, in 
2004–2005, for supply of 188 BMP-2s to 
Yemen from inventory of the Ministry of 
Defence of Russia should be mentioned 
separately; this contract appeared to be 
quite significant in its amount. The KMZ, 
as an associated contractor, repaired these 
vehicles and modernized them to BMP-D2 
version with increased protection. How-
ever, in spite of the large order volume, its 
cost is only about 40 million dollars.

The situation started to change in the 
second half of 2000s, when a number of 
contracts for BMP-3 started to increase along 
with general growth of Russian arms export. 
Withdrawal from the “Middle-East ghetto” 
in IFV supply became an important factor, as 
the CIS and Asia countries appeared among 
the customers (see Table 1). Thanks to this, 
export component in IFV production became 
determinative in the beginning of 2010s, as 
about 90% of BMP-3 production volume fell 
within export in the first half of 2010s.

In the mid-2010s, after implementa-
tion of macro-contracts for BMP-3 supply to 
Venezuela and Azerbaijan, the pendulum 
of sales swung towards Middle East again, 
after Iraq, in 2014, within the frame of great 
package of contracts, had made contract 
for about 500 BMP-3Ms. Due to various 
reasons, this project could not come into 
force for a long time, and so Iraq received 
the first batch of ordered BMP-3Ms only in 
summer of 2018.
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Khrizantema-S

IGOR SEVASTYANOV, 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
GENERAL OF JSC 
“ROSOBORONEХPORT”

Negotiations are being held,  
we practically have completed the 
current contract for modernization 
of about 135 BMP-3s. We held 
negotiations with the Chief Command 
of UAE ground troops and hope  
to sign the new contract  
for modernization  
of these vehicles

BMP-2. In 2005–2006, the last batch 
(approx. 40 units) of these vehicles was 
produced for the Russian army. The last 
delivery of new BMP-2s for export was per-
formed in 1998 to Iran, after that, sets for 
assembling of these vehicles have been sup-
plied to Iran up to 2002. Besides, all these 
years, the KMZ continued to supply sepa-
rate component parts for BMP-2 produced 
by license in India.

At the same time, BMP-2s from inven-
tory of the armed forces continue to remain 
a very popular offer for the Third World 
countries, although serious competition 
on the part of former Soviet republics takes 
place. Russia supplied second-hand BMP-
2s to Angola in 1998 (65 vehicles), to Sri 
Lanka in 2001 (36), and 188 units of BMP-
2Ds repaired and modified at the KMZ and 
supplied to Yemen in 2004–2005 become 
the largest batch. Among known supplies 
of BMP-2 from availability, handing over of 
several dozens of BMP-2 to Armenia in 2012 
can be noted.

In promotion of BMP-2 modernization 
programs abroad, one competitive Instru-
ment Design Bureau (IDB) from Tula was 
noted, which offers a modernization vari-
ant under BMP-2M index, equipping the 
vehicle by day-and-night weapon system 

Berezhok (including antitank missile sys-
tem Kornet-E). BMP-1 can be also upgraded 
with this combat compartment by means 
of modernization of the chassis roof for 
installation of BMP-2 turret. In particular, 
in 2005, the IDB signed the contract with 
Algeria for modernization of more than 
300 BMP-1s according to this variant for 
four years. In 2014, Algeria signed the con-
tract for modernization of 360 BMP-1s ad-
ditionally by equipping them with combat 
module Berezhok, which has been manu-
factured in 2015–2017.

In regard to IFVs from availability, it 
should be noted that sufficient number of 
BMP-1 was delivered from Russia to Syria 
after beginning of Russian intervention 
into this conflict in September, 2015. BMP-
1s of new supply from Russia were noticed 
in Syria in 2017, the number of them being, 
probably, several dozens. As far as one can 
judge, BMP-2s were not supplied to Syria 
(and BMP-3s too), evidently, as demand for 
them in the Russian army is great.

BMP-3 become a natural export venue 
of Russian Defence Industry, as it has been 
supplied for export in the amount of about 
1,700 units since 1992 till 2018 (see Table 
1). Along with supplies of the new produc-
tion vehicles, the contract for moderniza-

tion of 135 BMP-3s into BMP-3M version 
with the UAE implemented in 2014–2017 
become a macro-contract. Prolongation 
of these contracts with modernization of 
all the fleet of BMP-3s of the Emirates is 
expected. Earlier, in 2005, the contract 
with this country for BMP-3 overhaul with 
handing over of documentation to the 



Table 1.

EXPORT SUPPLY OF INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLES BMP-2 
AND BMP-3 AND COMBAT VEHICLES ON THEIR BASE  
IN 1992–2018

SERIES

BMP-2

BMP-3,
BMP-3F,
BREM-L

KHRIZANTEMA-S

VENA

FINLAND
IRAN

KUWAIT
ANGOLA*

UAE
KUWAIT

SOUTH KOREA
CYPRUS

INDONESIA
TURKMENISTAN

VENEZUELA
AZERBAIJAN

IRAQ**

LIBYA
AZERBAIJAN

AZERBAIJAN

84
82
46
168

815
220
70
45
55
4

123
100
500

10
24

18

50
50
30
100

840
500
100
40
165
12

370
300
1500

30
72

72

1992
1993, 1996

1990
1993–1994

1992–2000
1994–1997, 2011, 2015

1996–1997, 2005
1995–1996
2009, 2013

2008
2009–2013
2011–2016

2018 – 

2011–2014
2011–2016

2011–2016

COUNTRY-
MPORTER

QUANTITY, 
UNITS

YEARS OF 
DELIVERY 

COST  
ESTIMATE

* The supply was performed through the intermediary of State Company “Rosvooruzhenie” in Slovakia.
** The contract started to be fulfilled in 2018.
SOURCE: Prepared by the author
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BMP-2"Vena"BT-3F

UAE, along with construction of repair fa-
cilities and handing over spare parts was 
implemented. Worth to mention, supplies 
of spare parts continue to this day, with 
the cost of about 10–15 million dollars an-
nually.

Among the macro-contracts, which 
were not implemented, the Greek one can 
be mentioned. In 2008, Greece made a de-
cision on purchasing of 419 BMP-3Ms and 
35 BMP-3Fs to the amount of Euro 1.2 bil-
lion. It was assumed, that the bigger part 
of ordered vehicles would be assembled 
at a Greek enterprise “Hellenic Vehicle 
Industry” (ELVO), and only the first vehi-
cles BMP-3 had to be supplied finished by 
the KMZ. But, because of a wide variety 
of causes, this contract was not signed. 
Quaddafian Libya could be a big enough 
customer of BMP-3, but, because of the 
known events, only self-powered antitank 
missile system Khrizantema-S on the ba-
sis of BMP-3 was supplied successfully 

thereto. And the circumstance, that the 
first three vehicles had been shipped there 
during Quaddafi regime in 2009 and even 
took part in combat operation, become 
specific in supplies to Libya. Remaining 
seven vehicles were supplied to the transi-
tion government of Libya in 2014.

The vehicles of BMP-3F modification for 
naval infantry, currently were purchased by 
Indonesia only, which, however, considers 
a possibility of further buying them to re-
place the fleet of obsolescent amphibian 
tanks PT-76 of Soviet production.

Vehicles on the basis of BMP-3. Since 
1990s, the KMZ, by small batches, produc-
es light armour-plated maintenance-recov-
ery vehicle BREM-L developed on BMP-3 
chassis. BREM-Ls have been supplied to 
the UAE, Cyprus, Kuwait, Venezuela, Indo-
nesia, and Azerbaijan, and supplies to Iraq 
are planned nowadays. Besides, 18 units 
of 120-mm self-powered artillery-mortar 

systems 2S31 Vena and equal amount of 
Khrizantema-S systems were delivered to 
Azerbaijan.

In 2015, development prototype of IFV 
Dragun with front location of engine trans-
mission compartment was designed; land-
ing is performed via rear ramp. It is sup-
posed, that this vehicle has been developed 
for export purposes, but information on the 
contracts concluded for this vehicle is not 
available.

On the basis BMP-3, in 2016, in the in-
terests of Indonesia, amphibious armoured 
personnel carrier BT-3F was developed. At 
present, it passes tests. Probably, its tests 
will be completed successfully, and Indone-
sia, as usual, will purchase minimum sev-
eral dozens of the vehicles in the first batch, 
with perspective of further increase of the 
order, as this country needs to change its 
obsolete amphibious armoured personnel 
carriers BTR-50PK of Soviet production. 

BREM-L
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More than 40% 
of African import 

of armament 
and military 
equipment 

falls on Algeria. 
Algeria also  

is among top-5 
buyers of Russian 

weapon

40 %

ALGERIA
REST  

OF AFRICA
uring the liberation war, especially 
after 1958, Algerians used numerous 
air defence guns, and in 1959, the first 
units of antiaircraft artillery appeared 

in rebellion units. As a result, from 1800 air-
crafts, which France used in the course of 
the war in Algeria, 450 were crashed, with 
almost half a number of the reconnaissance 
aircrafts lost.

AIR DEFENCE DEVELOPMENT

In 1962–1970, the country air defence con-
sisted, exclusively, of the antiaircraft artil-
lery and several radars for air space control. 
Thanks to participation of Algeria in the 
“war of starvation” in Egypt in 1967–1970, 
and after that in the “Yom kippur war” in 
1973, the nation's leadership made a deci-
sion to invest resources in the development 
of a modern air defence system by taking 
Soviet example as a basis. Starting from 
1975, strain in relations between Morocco 
and Algeria, which developed to show-
downs, increased risk of Morocco invasion 
into West Sahara. The first ADMSs S-75 Dvi-
na appeared in the country on November 1, 
1964. And the first supplies of ADMSs S-125 
Pechora took place in 1969.

Starting from 1973, radars P-15 and 
ADMSs S-75 started to be delivered in Alge-
ria in ample amounts together with missile 
guidance station SNR-75. A task to secure 
the border with Morocco along its entire 
length was set. Approach of the Algerian 

Relationship between Algeria and the USSR started even before Algeria got 
independence. In 1959, when the war of independence was in its pride, Moscow made 
decision and trained some hundreds of young officers of the National Liberation Army. 
Other officers, at the same time, have been trained in military educational institutions 
of Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and China. On July 5, 1962, when independence was declared, 
several thousands of the officers formed a main body of the National People's Army, 
which included air defence consisting of MiG-15 fighters, the Navy with two ships,  
and ground troops, strong with soldiers who had had fighting experience.

Text by Akram Kharief

ALGERIA AS EXPORT 
SHOW-CASE  
FOR RUSSIAN AIR  
DEFENCE SYSTEMS

D
army was fully defensive, so that positions 
of the radars and batteries were station-
ary. But, after growth of conflict between 
the People's front for liberation of Sagia  
el-Hamra and Rio de Oro (POLISARIO) and 
the Moroccan army, the latter started to use 
air fleet to bombard POLISARIO positions 
including the refugee camps in Algeria ter-
ritory.

The air war in the West Sahara was also 
carried indirectly by allies of Morocco –  
France and the USA, which used their air 
fleet in the conflict pin-point from the be-
ginning of 1980s. Raid of Israeli air fleet to 
Tunisia on October 1, 1985 and lessons of 
war between Israel and Syria resulted in Al-
gerian leadership’s move to the conclusion, 
that the eastern flank of the country was 
not protected, and stationary air defence 
carried great risks.

As a result, the country changed its 
strategy for air defence, by laying stress 
henceforth on mobility and long-range 
defence with setting ambushes. Starting 
from 1980, Algeria purchased 11 regiments 
of ADMS 2К12 Kvadrat and began to de-
ploy radars P-35 and P-40. Apart from that,  
48 combat vehicles of ADMS Osa-AK were 
purchased from the USSR.

In 1988, Algeria adopted the Soviet 
model and established the command of air 
defence troops of the country, independent 
from the air defence, which had its own air 
fleet, namely, 110-th fighter squadron, in 
the inventory of which there were fighters-

interceptors MiG-25PD/PDS. This unit was 
established in 1979.

While forming its own version of air 
defence troops, the Algerian army has also 
created the air defence for ground troops, 
the inventory of which included mobile 
ADMSs. Its task was to protect the tank 
divisions in medium ranges. There were 
deployed such systems as air defence gun 
23-4 Shilka, ADMGS Pantzyr-S1, ADMSs 
Kvadrat, Buk-M2, Strela-10, Osa-AK, as well 
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POLISARIO – political military organization acting in West Sahara. In 
1970–1980, it carried on active armed struggle against armed forces of Morocco 
and Mauritania, which occupied this territory. From 1979, the United Nations 
organization recognizes Front POLISARIO as a legitimate representative for 
West Sahara people. In February, 1982, POLISARIO became a member of the 
Organization of African Unity (OAU)

ADMGS Pantzyr-S1

Strela-10

SERGEY LAVROV,
MINISTER OF FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS OF RUSSIA

Good prospects exist, and good results 
have been already achieved in the area 
of military-technical co-operation. 
Existing plans should be carried out, 
we are disposed to do this along  
with Algerian friends
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ADMS, ADMGS,  
AND SURFACE-TO-AIR 
MISSILE SYSTEMS 
OF SOVIET/RUSSIAN 
PRODUCTION IN 
ALGERIAN ARMY 
INVENTORY

RADARS  
OF SOVIET/RUSSIAN 
PRODUCTION I 
N ALGERIAN  
ARMY  
INVENTORY

S-75
S-125
Kvadrat
Osa-AK
Strela-10
Buk-M2
Tor-M2
S-300PMU-2
Pantzyr-S1
Strela-1
Igla
Igla-1

P-14
P-15
P-15М
P-18
P-19
P-37
P-40
PRV-9 
PRV-11
Kasta-2Е2
Nebo SVU
Rezonans-NE

In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory

Delivery is expected in 2018
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory

Removed from inventory
Removed from inventory

In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory

Removed from inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory
In inventory

Igla-1

S-75

S-125

Kvadrat

PRV-9

P-14

P-15
P-15М

P-18

P-40

PRV-11

P-19

Rezonans-NE

Kasta-2Е2
Nebo SVU

P-37

Osa-AK

Strela-10Buk-M2

Tor-M2

S-300PMU-2

Pantzyr-S1

Strela-1

Igla

Table 1.

Table 2.
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Su-30MKI(A)

as S-125 Pechora on mobile carriers and 
PADMSs Strela-1, Igla, and Igla-1. Recently, 
ADMSs Тор-М2 were purchased, which 
should be received in 2018.

1990S

Confrontation in air with Morocco, both 
directly and by means of POLISARIO, was 
over in 1992, after the cease-fire agreement 
has been signed. The result was very bad 
for Morocco, which lost 25 aircrafts in the 
air defence actions, while no Algerian air-
crafts crashed.

In 1991, Algeria, which argued against 
the war in Persian Gulf, become a witness 
of the collapse of Iraq air defence system 
and took several lessons from that. A prin-
ciple of redundancy and self-supportability 
become the main one including self-sup-
portability for combat formations, as well 
as their mobility.

Consequences of the war in Persian 
Gulf resulted in growth of violence and ter-
rorism in North Africa and Middle East re-
gions, with Algeria, which went through an 
Islamic rebellion for the period from 1992 
to 2002, to become the first victim. During 
this decade, which coincided with econom-
ic and political crisis in Russia, the military 
budget of Algeria was reconsidered for the 
benefit of forces for antiterrorism protec-
tion. Only small purchases in the interests 
of the air defence were made, except for 
the contract with the USA for purchase of 
radars Northrop Grumman AN/TPS-34, 70, 
78, and 703.

XXI CENTURY

After the onset of peace and growth of pe-
troleum prices, the military budget of the 
country began to grow continuously. In 
2007, Russia and Algeria signed an agree-
ment on transformation of the debt in 
amount of $7 billion into purchase of arma-
ments. A program was very ambitious, as it 
included purchasing of ADMS S-300PMU-2, 
the first one in North Africa and Middle 
East regions. The agreement also included 
purchasing of Su-30MKI(A) fighters and 
operational trainers Yak-130. Up to the pre-
sent moment, Algeria remains a regular and 
rather large customer of Russian weapons. 
With its military budget amounting to $10 
bln, Algeria has become the ninth importer 
of armaments in the world, the first one in 
Africa, and is among five largest buyers of 
Russian armaments together with India, 
China, Vietnam.

Actually, the Algerian army did not face 
the necessity to protect or safeguard all of 
2.3 million sq. km of their territory up to 
2010. In fact, 90% of population, cities, and 
strategic targets are located in the northern 
part of the country, and the area of this sec-
tion is 200 thousand of sq. km. Effective de-
fence was only required for the border with 
Morocco. However, start of the war against 
terrorism in North Africa, then the air war 
against Libya have resulted in appearing 
of new players having new air stations not 
far from south borders of Algeria. France, 
thanks to operation Barkhane, has estab-
lished its military bases in Mali, Niger, and 

Chad. The USA have created gigantic base 
of UAV, including strike ones, in Agadez in 
the north of Chad. That’s to say nothing of 
the reconnaissance aircrafts appearing in 
Mauritania, Libya, and Tunisia.

Set of measures was taken strategi-
cally to fend this presence at borders of 
Algeria. So, in station Tamanrasset, in the 
south of the country, there have been set 
permanent force groupings, which consist 
of Su-30MKI(A) fighters, front-line bomb-
ers Su-24M, reconnaissance means, combat 
helicopters Mi-24 and then also Mi-28NE, 
transport helicopters Mi-171Sh. These ac-
tivities have been performed since 2011. In 
2014, the second stage of border strength-
ening started – the radars for air space 
control and communication interception 
means were located. So, radars P-18 and 
P-38, as well as American radars AN/TPS of 
various modifications have been installed. 
Recently, in the same region, a regiment of 
surface-to-air missile systems S-300PMU-2, 
as well as regiment of ADMSs S-125, and a 
number of ADMGSs Pantcir-S1 have been 
placed.

One more “headache” of the Algerian 
army is protection against strikes of stealth 
aircrafts, such as strategic bomber North-
rop V-2A and fighter-bomber Lockheed 
F-117. The raid to Libya, which took place 
in December, 2017, caused serious concerns 
in Algeria and was considered as a threat 
for strategic sites of infrastructure. To re-
sist to the stealth aircrafts, serious efforts 
were undertaken including purchase of the 
over-the-horizon radars with phased array 
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ADMSs Tor-M2K (left)
Rezonans-NE

Surface-to-air missile systems S-300PMU-2

antenna Rezonans-NE, Nebo, and even use 
of modified radars P-18. Acquiring the sys-
tems of electromagnetic warfare and radio 
reconnaissance Avtobaza and Vega has be-
come a result of analysis of conflicts in Iraq, 
Kosovo, along with Iranian experience in 
this field.

To protect position areas of surface-to-
air missile systems S-300PMU-2, Algerian 
air defence has selected another scheme, 
different from the one used in Russia. In 
Algeria, the missile launchers are put into 
concrete shelters or in a rocky ground, they 
are inactive in the time of peace, but ready 
for launch in several minutes in the time of 
war. After the first war in Persian Gulf, Al-
geria came to a conclusion, that it should 
not depend on Soviet/Russian weapons 
only. After holding a tender, which contin-
ued for seven years and with France, Italy, 
and the USA participating, the Northrop 
Grumman company has received a con-
tract with cost of $7 billion for delivery of 
radars AN/TPS 34, 70, 78, and 703. And 
the doctrine supposes the use of American 

radars along with Russian P-37s and P-40s.
The radars themselves, as a rule, depend-
ing on their value, are under protection of 
the antiaircraft systems ZU-23-2, ADMGS 
Pantzyr-S1, and they are always within the 
reach of ADMS Buk-M2 or surface-to-air 
missile systems S-300PMU-2. Implementa-
tion of automated system for combat op-
eration control Polyana-D4 was intended 
to increase coordination between various 
radars and launchers, and this permitted 
to change over to mobile defence in depth 
by using the stand-by systems. According-
ly, this has made possible not to endanger 
such valuable objects as the launchers or 
fighting control radars.

In 2015, Algerian army purchased 
Redikom system, which allows performing 
of complete maintenance of surface-to-air 
missile systems S-300PMU-2 and S-400, 
that already takes place in regard to other 
types of radars and combat systems.

To increase detection range, Algerian 
party has decided to purchase radar Rezo-
nans-NE as the main radar for detection of 

air targets. Along with Nebo-SVU radars, 
they form the basis of long-range detection 
of air targets.

For 2018, the first delivery of ADMSs 
Tor-M2 is planned. They will safeguard 
strategic sites and petroleum industry faci- 
lities.

PERSPECTIVES

Algerian army has become one of the first 
to show interest in ADMS S-400 and S-350. 
In the nearest five years, they can appear 
in the inventory. Besides, in the context of 
diversification policy, Algeria can purchase 
radars and ADMSs of China production, as 
well as electromagnetic warfare systems. 
Collaboration with the USA is probable in 
the field of radars, as operation experience 
with them was considered as a positive one.

Finally, it cannot be excluded that Alge-
ria will become a buyer of new batches of 
ADMGS Pantzyr-S1 and even S-500, in case 
the latter system is offered for export in the 
nearest decade. 
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The MiG-29 (NATO reporting 
name Fulcrum) was once the 
dominant and most capable 
air defence fighter in Eastern 
Europe, with as many as 150 
machines in service across 
seven air arms back in 2000. 
Seventeen years later, the 
distinctive twin-finned, twin-
engined aircraft is becoming 
an increasingly rare sight. It is 
now expected that by 2020 
four counties will continue to 
fly the jet – Poland, Slovakia, 

Serbia, and Bulgaria.

EUROPE’S
MIG-29
Fleet Review

By Alexandear Mladenov
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SERGEY 
KOROTKOV,  
CHIEF 
DESIGNER –  
VICE-PRESIDENT 
OF THE UAC FOR 
INNOVATIONS

We offer maintenance 
system subscription 
to foreign customers. 
In addition to delivery 
of the aircrafts 
themselves, we are 
ready to construct a 
service centre for their 
maintenance...  
Such a centre for 
fighters MiG-29 
maintenance  
is planned to be open  
in India in 2017

Since the beginning of this decade three of the four remaining European operators have experienced 
serious budgetary and organisational problems, causing, as I may guess, poor MiG-29 serviceability 
rates, while Poland, which is investing a lot in its fleet, has encountered serious airworthiness issues. 
The aircraft’s status in the region, and particularly in NATO, has dwindled from year to year and Po-
land and Bulgaria are the only countries with serious intentions to maintain their inventories well into 
the 2020s, albeit in declining numbers.

In the early 2010s, Serbia, Bulgaria and Slovakia have begun looking for affordable purchasing or leas-
ing options to replace their MiGs with Western fighters, driven by the sharply increased maintenance 
costs of their aging fleets but the process proved to be more complex and protracted, so the MiG-29 
will continue to serve well into the next decade. In contrast to Bulgaria and Slovakia, Serbia aban-
doned its plans for new fighters and instead has taken measures for supplementing its tiny Fulcrum 
force, by taking six aircraft donated from Russia in 2017, introduced in regular service in October 2018, 
with additional deliveries of second-hand MiG-29s planned from Byelorussia.

It is noteworthy that Bulgaria, Poland and Slovakia, all NATO members, use their MiG-29s primarily 
as fighters-interceptors, routinely tasked with quick reaction alert (QRA) duty in the NATO Integrated 
Air and Missile Defence System (NATINAMDS), a network of interconnected national and NATO sys-
tems comprised of sensors, command and control facilities and weapons systems. This is also the 
Fulcrum’s sole task in unaligned Serbia. 

In addition to the straightforward QRA role, the East European NATO MiG-29 fleet is considered as a 
valuable ‘aggressor’ asset. The Bulgarian Air Force, for example, has been flowing its Fulcrums in this 
‘new’ role in a regular manner since 2005, training with no less than fifteen United States Air Force 
squadrons from the Active Duty, Reserve and National Guard components as well as with fighters 
from the UK and Italy.

FULCRUM PEAK OF SERVICE 

Eastern Europe’s MiG-29 fleet was relatively small when Communism fell in Eastern Europe over No-
vember/December 1989, and remained so during the subsequent dissolution of the Warsaw Pact in 
March 1991, when some 105 Fulcrums of all versions were in service with six air arms. Compared 
to its predecessor, the Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23MF/MLA/MLD Flogger, which was in mass service 
with all the former Warsaw Pact states, the brand-new MiG-29 was considered as a state-of-the-art 
air defence fighter, armed with advanced beyond-visual-range missiles and vastly superior within-
visual-range missiles, and equipped with more capable look-down/shoot-down radar. Most impor-
tantly from an operator’s point of view, the new fighter boasted much-needed twin-engined safety, an 
unprecedented thrust-to-weight ratio and ‘carefree’ handling characteristics compared to those of the 
swing-wing MiG-23, thanks to its superior stability and controllability. 

In 1993-1995, a total of 42 additional MiG-29s were procured by Hungary and Slovakia under two sepa-
rate deals exchanging Russian trade debt, owed to these countries from the Soviet era, against deliver-
ies of military equipment, while Romania got a few second-hand MiG-29s from Moldova as attrition 
replacement. Soon after, however, Europe’s Fulcrum fleet began to decline sharply in the early 2000s, 
due to the type’s rapid withdrawal from Romanian service and the decline in serviceability with some 
of the surviving operators, which grounded a significant portion of their MiG-29s. Then the Luftwaffe 
(German Air Force) MiG-29 fleet was handed over to Poland, although only ten of the 22 transferred 
aircraft were set to be retained for long-term use. In addition, Serbia lost more than half of its MiG-29 
inventory in the 1999 Kosovo war. 

The Hungarian Air Force retired their Fulcrums in 2010, while three of the remaining four operators –  
Bulgaria, Slovakia and Serbia – struggled to maintain their fleets with limited budgets. The sharp 
hike in maintenance costs in the early/mid-2010s resulted in a further slump in MiG-29 serviceability 
rates. 

From a maintenance point of view, the major issue faced by all European operators was the cost of 
engine and accessory gearbox overhaul, as well as the need to acquire new engines after the service 
lives of their existing RD-33 motors are reached. Ironically, the Fulcrum’s twin-engined configura-
tion, responsible for its inflight safety and stunning thrust-to-weight ratio, has turned into the type’s 
primary drawback.

The time between overhaul (TBO) of the Klimov RD-33 Series 2 afterburning turbofan, delivered with 
the aircraft in the 1980s and the early 1990s, is only 350 hours, with options for rolling manufacturer-
approved extensions – initially to 400, then 450, and subsequently even 500 hours – provided that the 
highest-loaded turbine components, including the blades, were in a good condition. 
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DMITRY 
SHUGAEV, 
DIRECTOR OF 
THE FEDERAL 
SERVICE  
ON MILITARY-
TECHNICAL  
CO-OPERATION

Russia delivers abroad 
“all the palette of 
fighters” widely known 
in the international 
markets. These are Su-
30, modernized MiG-29, 
newest MiG-35 fighters

The engine’s service life is only 1,200 hours, with two overhauls required; each overhaul is a costly, 
complex and protracted undertaking. In 2014, the cost of overhauling an RD-33 Series 2 in Russia was 
around $1.5 million per unit and the turnaround time not less than eight months. Second-hand RD-33 
Series 2s, purchased by Poland from Russian intermediary companies, with 350 hours TBO and 700 
hours of residual service life, were priced at $3 to 3.1 million each, while brand-new engines with 
longer TBO and service lives cost $4 million each. 

SERVICE LIFE EXTENSION 

Poland and Slovakia have performed mid-life upgrades on some of their MiG-29s, while Bulgaria 
selected to order an airworthiness restoration and a service life extension programme (SLEP) for its 
fleet, performed by RSK MiG, the MiG-29’s original manufacturer and design authority. The process 
has simplified maintenance, removing the need for major airframe overhaul, which has been replaced 
by extended inspections at the home base (known as control-restoration works) combined with man-
datory replacement of a list of time-limited airframe components and assemblies, while other compo-
nents are replaced on condition.

The Polish and Slovak Fulcrums were subject to similar SLEPs and most, if not all the airframes of 
the 60 or so MiG-29s surviving in Eastern Europe could be good, in theory, for 40 years’ use or 4,000 
hours, providing that the operators allocate proper budgets for engine and accessory gearbox over-
hauls and procurement of some important and expensive time-limited components, including under-
carriage legs. 

Avionics upgrades to a number of Slovak and Polish MiG-29s covered only the replacement of origi-
nal Russian communications, navigation and identification (CNI) components with modern Western 
systems. They had no impact on the aircraft’s overall combat capabilities, since the original 1980s’ 
sensors and weapons were unchanged. The main purpose of the CNI upgrades was to allow the Polish 
and Slovak fleets to be integrated, at least partially, into NATO’s operational environment, for use in 
the air defence role. This was achieved by granting secure communications and identification ‘friend 
or foe’ (IFF) capabilities in addition to more reliable and accurate tactical navigation and instrument 
landing options. The small Serbian MiG-29 fleet is reported to have undergone a limited upgrade of 
its navigation suites, but with new Russian avionics.Klimov RD-33 turbofan engine
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POLAND LEADS IN EUROPE

The Polish Air Force (SPRP, Sily Powietrzenje Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej) is the largest MiG-29 opera-
tor in Europe and has the most-extensively upgraded aircraft, with major improvements introduced 
into service in 2013-2014. Ironically, in the early 1990s Poland had one of the smallest MiG-29 fleets in 
the region, numbering only 12 aircraft (nine single-seaters and three two-seaters), delivered between 
1989 and 1990. Since then the SPRP has exploited two opportunities to boost its fleet with second-
hand aircraft at affordable prices.

In the first of these, ten little-used ex-Czech air force Fulcrums (including a two-seater) were taken 
on strength in 1995-1996 in exchange for 11 PZL W-3A Sokol helicopters. In the second case, 22 ex-
Luftwaffe MiG-29s were acquired between September 2003 and August 2004. These well-used aircraft 
were purchased at the symbolic price of €1 each, but in the event, only ten were overhauled for long-
term operation, while eight more were cannibalised for spare parts and two were assigned for ground 
instruction. 

The original 12 Polish MiG-29s and ten ex-Czech examples are assigned to the two squadrons of the 
1 Eskadrila Lotnictwa Taktycznego (ELT, Tactical Air Squadron ELT) at Minsk Mazowiecki near Warsaw, 
while 41.ELT operates the former Luftwaffe Fulcrums at Malbork; the initial four aircraft began flying 
there in June 2005. The first overhauled example was introduced in December 2005. The total price 
for overhauling and inducting the ex-Luftwaffe Fulcrums into service was around $30 million. 

Poland has achieved considerable success and built up a good deal of experience in indigenous fleet 
sustainment. It is capable of effective and efficient airframe and engine maintenance, overhaul and 
repair (MRO) activities, as well as producing large numbers of spare parts and implementing avionics 
upgrades, including works on the radar. The state-owned Military Aviation Works No. 2 (WZL-2) in 
Bydgoszcz is responsible for airframe MRO and spare part design and manufacture, and is also the 
main contractor responsible for avionics upgrades. 

WZL-2’s involvement in MiG-29 MRO dates back to the late 1990s. In addition to the rolling NATO 
compatibility avionics upgrades implemented by the facility, the Polish MiG-29s have received up-
graded radars with vastly enhanced reliability thanks to the use of a Western electronics element base 
replacing a selection of worn-out Russian-made components. In addition, newly delivered Russian-
built avionics boxes for the radar were introduced to boost detection performance and UOMZ, the 
Russian company responsible for the OEPS-29 infrared search and track (IRST) sensor, upgraded it 
for vastly increased detection ranges and improved reliability. The upgraded SPRP Fulcrums were life-
extended to 40 years or 4,000 flight hours, whichever is reached first, and are intended to continue 
in service until 2028.

In 1999, the Polish Air Force decided to go ahead with a small-scale upgrade, combined with main 
overhauls on 1.ELT aircraft. The work was carried out by local companies, with WZL-2 as primary con-
tractor, and improved the MiG-29’s NATO compatibility. The first upgrade standard saw the naviga-
tion suite enhanced with a Trimble 2021 commercial GPS receiver, Rockwell Collins AN/ARN-153(V) 
digital TACAN (in 2001) and ANV-241 Multi-Mode Receiver VOR/ILS (2005), integrated into the exist-
ing navigation system via a custom-built TGR-29A interface box.

The locally-built Radwar SC-10D2/Sz Supraśl IFF Mk XII transponder/interrogator (a licensed ver-
sion of the Thomson-CSF, now Thales SB-14E/A) was also installed, using blade antennas fitted ahead 
of the windshield. In 2010-2011 the upgraded aircraft received the new Unimor RS 6106-7 radio, a 
digital gun camera and a digital video recorder. A total of 21 MiG-29s were upgraded with the new 
CNI avionics before, in the mid-2000s, their service lives were extended to 4,000 hours or 40 years. 

The latest upgrade standard, applied to around half the active fleet at the time, was implemented 
in-country under a $48.5 million program running between 2011 and 2014. Primary contractor was 
WZL-2, in cooperation with Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI). The program involved 13 single-seat and 
three two-seat aircraft, all assigned to 1.ELT at Minsk Mazowiecki and fitted with the Western avion-
ics integrated for basic NATO compatibility in the 2000s. The first jet upgraded to the latest avionics 
standard, serial number ‘89’, flew again on March 15, 2013. The program was completed with hand-
over of the last example on November 4, 2014. 

The new open-architecture avionics suite using military-standard systems, designed for the upgrade 
by WZL-2 and Israeli company IAI, includes a multi-function colour display, mission and display pro-
cessor mission computer, EGI (embedded GPS/INS) navigation system (with selective availability an-
ti-spoofing module), up-front control panel, air data computer, digital video recorder and new digital 
camera gun (video recorder looking through the HUD). The communication suite was enhanced with 

POLAND
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a Rockwell Collins RT-8200 UHF/VHF radio (also known as the AN/ARC-210 Talon), provided with 
Have Quick I/II and Second-Generation Anti-jam UHF Radio for NATO (SATURN) encryption modes. 
The new avionics systems were integrated through a dual MIL-STD-1553B databus. The upgrade pack-
age also incorporated the MPS/DBRS briefing/debriefing ground-based system. 

RD-33 Series 2 engine overhaul is being done at WZL-4 MRO plant in Warsaw, but the work depends 
on the supply of engine overhaul kits from Russia and Ukraine and the TBO of the overhauled engines 
is reported to have been below 300 hours. According to the Polish press (the Dziemik Zbrojny.pl web-
site), RD-33 overhaul at WZL-4 cost around €840,000 ($950,000) in early 2010.

Today the SPRP has an operational fleet of 24 MiG-29s (including eight two-seaters, while one single-
seat aircraft was lost in crash on June 6, 2018 and another in December 2017), assigned to two squad-
rons. Fifteen aircraft (16 were upgraded to the latest CNI standards in 2013-2014) equip 1.ELT, which 
is set to continue flying the type until 2028; the ex-Luftwaffe Fulcrums will be retired earlier – most 
likely in the period 2018-2020. 

The Polish MiG-29 fleet has proven sufficiently NATO-compatible to fulfil no less than six Baltic Air 
Policing deployments to Siauliai air base in Lithuania between 2006 and 2015, each lasting for three 
months.

In 2018, the Polish MiG-29 fleet has suffered from a crisis due to problems caused by the system for 
maintaining the fleet airworthiness after a crash on July 6, which led to a loss of an aircraft from the 
2nd Tactical Air Base at Malbrok, killing the pilot. The entire fleet was grounded immediately after 
the crash, as the investigation had shown that the pilot got killed during the ejection attempt due to 
a malfunction of the K-36D ejection seat. In addition, there were other unspecified problems found 
with the MiG-29 fleet during the urgent technical inspection, which was ordered immediately after 
the crash. The fleet was returned to regular flights not earlier than November 5. 

Poland has 
achieved 
considerable 
success  
and built up 
a good deal 
of experience 
in indigenous 
fleet 
sustainment
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Maintenance and repair 
of multirole fighters  
MiG-29, which are 
deployed by Slovakia, 
cost 30 million Euros  
a year for the country

SLOVAK WOES

The Slovakian air force (VSOSSR, Vzdušné Sily Ozbrojenỳch Sίl Slovenskej Republiky) inherited the 
fleet of ten MiG-29s when Czechoslovakia split into two separate states on January 1, 1993. Further 
14 brand-new Fulcrums, including a pair of two-seaters, were then delivered in 1994-1995, writing off 
Russia’s trade debt. By 2001, 23 MiG-29s were on VSOSSR service, with a single squadron at Sliac (1st 
Air Base), although serviceability was poor owing to a frequent lack of spare parts and the urgent need 
for overhauls.

In early 2001, the decision was finally taken to extend the MiG-29s’ life until at least 2010, requir-
ing implementation of life extension program and minor avionics upgrades. In July 2002, RSK MiG 
signed a framework contract for the work with the Slovak Ministry of Defence, but it came to noth-
ing. Then, in 2003, Slovakia signed an ambitious and costly CNI avionics upgrade, overhaul and 
SLEP contract with RSK MiG, covering delivery of 12 Westernised and life-extended MiG-29s. The 
initial modified aircraft took to the air for the first time in 2005 and the entire fleet was completed 
in February 2008.

An upgrade for 12 Slovak Fulcrums – ten single-seaters and two twin-seaters – was initiated in 2003 
and its completion was reported in February 2008. Total cost amounted to $69 million, of which $50 
million was offset against Russian trade debt owed to Slovakia (an amount covering structural over-
haul and the SLEP component, and delivery of the Russian avionics used in the upgrade). The Slovak 
MoD, in turn, covered the remaining $19 million, which primarily paid for purchase and integration 
of Western-supplied CNI avionics systems. The upgraded single-seaters were designated as MiG-29AS 
and the two-seaters MiG-29UBS (‘S’ denoting Slovakia). 

Upgrade work was completed by Russian and Western contractors, separated by a firewall to prevent 
leakage of sensitive data on the Western avionics. The Russian portion of the work was done by RSK 
MiG as main contractor and Russkaya Avionika as a principal sub-contractor. The Russian companies 
were denied access to the sensitive NATO equipment used in the Slovak upgrade, including the IFF 
and secure communications kit. BAE Systems integrated its AN/APX-113 interrogator/transponder 
IFF on the single-seaters and the AN/APX-117 transponder on the two-seaters. The AN/APX-113 was 
fully integrated with the MiG-29’s N019 radar, allowing reliable detection and identification of air 
targets during intercepts. 

Western communication systems integrated onto the MiG-29AS/UBS include the Rockwell Collins 
AN/ARC-210 Talon UHF/VHF encrypted radio, while the new navigation suite incorporates the Rock-
well Collins Miniature Airborne GPS Receiver, AN/ARN-147 VOR/ILS and AN/ARN-153(V) TACAN. 
All the newly installed systems were integrated via MIL STD-1553 primary and ARINC 429 back-up 
databuses. An ELT 503 emergency locator transmitter was also installed.
Russian avionics added during the upgrade comprised a BTsVM MVK-03 mission computer, MFI-54 
multi-functional colour cockpit display, PUS-29 system control panel, VK-1 gun camera and VR-1 digi-
tal video recorder. The existing cockpit instruments were recalibrated from metric measurement sys-
tem in Imperial used by the Western world. 

The first upgraded aircraft flew again in December 2005. The upgrade was considered generally suc-
cessful, but the distinct division between Russian and Western contractor responsibilities and lack of 
main integrator with overall control has created costly support problems. RSK MiG, for example, has 
released itself from responsibility for serviceability of the Western part of the upgrade package, which 
was supposed to have been directly supported by its suppliers.

A long-term power-by-the-hour support agreement with RSK MiG followed the upgrade, granting an 
availability rate of no less than 80%. 

Five years later, in 2013 the Slovak press reported that fleet availability had slumped to 30%. As a 
consequence, a number of Slovak MiG-29s have been cannibalised for spare parts to maintain a small 
number of airworthy aircraft, just enough for QRA and pilot training. According to the local media, 
the annual investments in the maintenance of the MiG-29 fleet worth up to €50 million a year, while 
defence ministry spokeswoman admitted in May 2018 that payments to RSK MiG are 20 million a year 
plus 10 million for other work. 

These well-publicised difficulties in maintaining the airworthiness of the upgraded MiG-29s and the 
rising costs of their support prompted Slovakia to initiate a search for alternative solutions in 2014; 
down-selection of the Saab Gripen was reported in July 2014, and in September the same year the 
country signed a letter of intent, together with the Czech Republic and Sweden to cooperate on Gripen 
usage, paving the way for its acquisition.

SLOVAK
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SERBIA’S FEET INCREASE 

Sixteen MiG-29s were delivered to Yugoslavia in 1987. The country’s break-up in the early 1990s saw 
Yugoslav MiG-29s used in anger as ground-attack aircraft; in 1999 the fleet suffered serious losses 
during the Kosovo war. Coalition fighters shot down as many as six of the MiGs and five more were 
destroyed on the ground in their hardened shelters or under camouflage netting in the open. 

Only five aircraft survived the 1999 war and four of these remain with the Vazduhoplovstvo  
i Protivvazdušna Odbrana (VPVO, Serbian Air Force), serving with the 101st ‘Vitezovi’ Fighter Squad-
ron of the 204th Air Brigade at Batajnica near Belgrade. They flew until April 2004 and were then 
grounded in anticipation of a major refurbishment effort. An agreement with RSK MiG was signed 
in December 2006, covering the overhaul and avionics upgrade of all five, plus an Antonov An-26 
transport aircraft. 

Serbian MiG-29s received an avionics upgrade, performed by RSK MiG using only Russian systems, 
including the VND-94 VOR/DME/MB and VIL-95 ILS and SO-96 air traffic control transponder in 
addition to a MFI-54 multi-functional colour display. The radars of the four single-seaters were refur-
bished and slightly updated for improved reliability and detection performance. Three aircraft were 
upgraded in 2008 and another one followed suite in 2011. 

Today the Serbian Air Force operates three early-series single-seat Fulcrums and a twin-seater, all of 
which underwent an airworthiness restoration and modest avionics upgrade program in 2007, ex-
tending their service life by 700 flight hours or ten years, whichever is reached first. The small Serbian 
MiG-29 fleet should therefore be good for service until 2018, after which it will require additional life-
extension work or replacement.

There were airworthiness issues due to a shortage of spare parts and consumables, however. All four 
aircraft were grounded for a three-month period in 2014, for example, for lack of otherwise inexpen-
sive batteries, which Russia eventually donated as a goodwill gesture. The MiGs returned to the air in 
early September 2014, but Serbia’s small MiG-29 pilot community has very restricted flight training 
opportunities, since each Fulcrum driver is scheduled to amass only a maximum of 30 hours per year. 

The process of replacing the existing MiG-29 and MiG-21 fleets with a new type has been very pro-
tracted. RSK MiG was very active in Serbia in 2012 and 2013, attempting to sell the new MiG-29M/M2 
on favourable terms, including a low-interest $1.5 billion loan set to be provided by Russian banks (the 
deal was proposed within the package to include also helicopters and SAM systems). Serbia declined 
the offer in August 2014, owing to the unfavourable economic situation. The procurement of new 
fighter aircraft is no longer considered a priority and is not expected to happen until the mid-2020s, 
so the VPVO’s Fulcrums are expected to remain in service for a while longer. 

In 2015, Serbian authorities made another attempt to obtain combat aircraft from Moscow. This time 
the request was for donation of second-hand MiG-29s as a part of a large package of Russian military 
aid to be provided to Serbia. In the event, Moscow agreed to donate six MiG-29s, with the Serbian 
government covering the upgrade and refurbishment of the aircraft. Two contracts were signed with 
Rosoboronexport, the first of which covering the avionics upgrade to bring the ex-Russian Air Force 
MiG-29s to the standard implemented on the existing Serbian Fulcrum fleet. The second contract cov-
ers the overhaul of the aircraft and delivery of additional RD-33 engines and other spare parts, plus a 
service life extension from 30 to 35 years, and then to 40 years at a later stage. 

The six aircraft were transported to Serbia in October 2017, but soon one was sent back to Russia for 
overhaul at the 121st Aviation Repair Plant in Kubinka. The other five MiG-29s underwent an avionics 
upgrade at Batajnica and were scheduled for introduction in regular flight operations in the end of 
2018. The ex-Russian Air and Space Force MiG-29 will be good for use between 2017 and 2031, when 
the last of these will reach 40 years. RSK MiG has also announced a possibility to further extend the 
aircraft’s service life to 45 years.

Serbia has also expressed willingness to proceed with a Mig-29 upgrade, including integration of the 
RVV-AE active radar-homing air-to-air missiles together with guided air-to-surface weapons and radar 
upgrade. As far, this has remained on paper only, as there is no funding available.

Serbia is currently pursuing another venue for obtaining more MiG-29s, this time from Byelorussia. 
There is an agreement in principle for eight MiG-29s to be donated from Byelorussia under the condi-
tions that the aircraft will be overhauled at the 558th Aviation Repair Plant at Baranovichi. It is though 
that as of early November, there was no final decision to proceed forward with the MiG-29 procure-
ment from Byelorussia. 

SERBIA
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BULGARIA 

The Bulgarski Voennovazdyshni Sily (BVVS, Bulgarian Air Force) took delivery of 22 Fulcrums (in-
cluding four twin-seaters) in 1989-1990. In the late 1990s, the fleet suffered serious availability issues 
because there were insufficient funds to buy spare parts or fund overhauls. After one year grounding, 
the BVVS Fulcrums recommenced regular operations from April 2001.

Following a change of government in July 2001, priority was given to making the Fulcrums airworthy 
again, with investment in overhaul and an avionics upgrade for the entire fleet. On March 27, 2002, a 
contract reportedly valued at $60 million was signed with RSK MiG to cover 20 aircraft. The Russian 
company awarded Thales a contract to supply new avionics, while system integration was supposed to 
be undertaken in co-operation with RSK MiG. The program suffered long delays from the start, how-
ever, and only its first stage was completed; six aircraft returned to service with overhauled engines 
(the work is thought to have cost $16 million) in September-October 2003. 

A new contract was signed with the company in March 2006, this time covering airframe refurbish-
ment, engine and system overhauls, on-condition maintenance transition and service life extension to 
4,000 hours or 40 years; no avionics upgrade was foreseen in it. The contract involved 16 aircraft (12 
single-seaters and four two-seaters) and was worth $48 million. The first jet having passed through 
the full range of maintenance and life-extension work was handed back to the BVVS in November 2007 
and the entire fleet had been restored to airworthiness by May 2009.

The BVVS continues to operate a 15-strong fleet of 12 single-seaters and three two-seaters, used ex-
clusively for territorial air policing missions as a national contribution to NATO’s integrated air de-
fence system. A framework maintenance agreement with RSK MiG, covering a period of four years, 
was signed in September 2011, but for various reasons it had failed to deliver the expected increased 
availability rate. By early 2015, for example, the number of airworthy aircraft was described as barely 
enough to maintain QRA; the main cause for the low serviceability was the low budget allocated for 
the MiG-29 maintenance, which was far from enough to cover all requirements.

It is not yet clear if the BVVS will be able to secure funds for even a minor MiG-29 avionics upgrade for 
NATO compatibility in a part of its fleet, since it is impossible for the Fulcrum to continue in frontline 
service with its original navigation system. In January 2015, Bulgarian defence officials claimed that 
they would seek various contractors in the nearest future for MiG-29 support and possible minor up-
grades, in order to lower the price tag.

This effort is to begin immediately after the existing support agreement with RSK MiG expired in 
September 2015. At the time the Bulgarian MoD began establishing links with Poland in a bid to use 
WZL-2’s expertise and experience. This relocating of work was explained by MoD as a way to reduce 
the political risk in relying on a sole Russian company, a risk that has increased through 2014 and early 
2015 due to the crisis in Ukraine. 

The attempt of establishing links with Poland brought some results in October 2015 as earlier in the same 
year the MiG-29 entered the headlines of the Bulgarian media on multiple occasions, due to its still-un-
resolved logistic support issues being highly publicised and politicised to hysterical heights. By mid-2015, 
the then defence minister, Nikolay Nenchev, has announced that he intended to completely cut the ties 
with the aircraft’s original manufacturer and design authority, RSK MiG, proclaiming that it would not 
enter into a new long-term maintenance agreement after the expiry of the existing one in September. 

The formal reason cited by defence minister Nenchev referred to the European Union sanctions im-
posed on Russia as a result of the Ukrainian crisis in 2014. These sanctions prohibit all exports and im-
ports of arms and defence equipment to and from Russia. In fact, European Council Decision 2014/872/
CFSP dated December 4, 2014 allows for the provision of Russian-sourced spare parts and services nec-
essary for the maintenance and safety of existing capabilities within the European Union. This provi-
sion is valid for the MiG-29 maintenance but the Bulgarian MoD nevertheless refused to use this option 
and insisted to cut the ties with Russia altogether. The country’s defence minister Nenchev has claimed 
that instead MoD was going to seek a wider cooperation with Poland to keep the MiG-29s in the air. A 
draft government-to-government agreement between Bulgaria and Poland on this subject was inked 
by both parties in November. Its first step foresaw an immediate lease by Poland of two RD-33 engines 
as a gap-filling measure. Then, as a second step, state-owned Military Aviation Works No 4 (WZL-4) in 
Warsaw was to carry out an overhaul of six Bulgarian RD-33 engines in 2016, which would allow the 
restoration of the airworthiness of three additional ‘Fulcrums’. Engine overhaul is a costly, complex and 
protracted undertaking, and price per unit, as announced by the Bulgarian MoD, is €1.023 million. This 
price is almost the same as that agreed with RSK MiG during negotiations in April 2016, but a contract 
has never been inked with the Russian company due to reasons of political nature, as a sole decision 

BULGARIA
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of defence minister Nenchev. This was, in fact, the only deal for MiG-29 support agreed with Poland 
as during negotiations in October 2016 it became clear that the Polish industry, represented by WZL-3 
(airframe and systems) and WZL-4 (engines) had no capacity to provide the entire range of services, 
needed to maintain the airworthiness of the Bulgarian MiG-29 fleet. After it became clear that the Pol-
ish industry could not meet the expectations to provide the full range of MiG-29 support services, in the 
end of 2016, the Bulgarian MoD launched a series of open tenders to purchase engines and accessory 
gearboxes for its MiG-29 fleet as well as a package of various spare parts, which were urgently needed. 
In the event, MoD concluded contracts with a local company, Aviostart OOD, acting as an RSK MiG 
representative, thus returning to the services of the Russian original manufacturer, albeit indirectly. 
It was an intermediary which won an open public tender for delivery of ten RD-33 engines (including 
four new and six used after overhaul) and seven new-build KSA-2A accessory gearboxes. The engines 
were priced at €21.83 million (US $25.72 million), and the KSA-2s, at €11.17 million ($13.16 million). 
In addition, the Ukrainian company Ukrinmash won a tender to deliver a package of spare parts at the 
price of €2.08 million (US $2.45 million). 

In 2017, the Bulgarian MoD allocated a budget of BGN 26 million (€13.3 million or US $15.7 million) 
for MiG-29 support, but no contracts had been signed yet. 

The new series in the MiG-29 support story opened on December 7, 2017, when the Bulgarian MoD 
launched on a public procurement procedure for awarding a contractor to provide integrated logistic sup-
port for its 15-strong ageing MiG-29 Fulcrum fleet comprising 12 single-seat and three two-seat aircraft. 
The procedure, this time, was de facto a direct invitation to RSK MiG, the MiG-29’s original manufacturer 
and design authority as the Bulgarian Air Force and MoD have at last arrived at the conclusion that it is 
the only company capable to provide a complex integrated logistic support services to the crippled Ful-
crum fleet; this was also written in the tender documentation. Contract negotiations should start in the 
end of December and contract could be signed in early 2018. This was, in fact, delayed, and the negotia-
tion process was finished in February, while a framework agreement was inked in March 2018. 

The framework maintenance agreement comprises deliveries of spare parts and technical documenta-
tion, overhauls of parts and systems, implementation of heavy inspections (known as control-repair 
works required after every 1,000 flight hours), technician training, etc. 

The eventual aim of the integrated logistic support, which covers a period of four years (2018-2022), 
is to restore the airworthiness of all 15 aircraft in the active inventory. According to the Bulgarian de-
fence minister, Krasimir Karakachanov, by October 2017 only seven aircraft out of 15 were in airworthy 
condition, and a some of these machines had engines with a few hours of service life remaining. 

The budget allocated for the MiG-29’s integrated logistic support for the four-year period amounts to 
€41.6 million ($49 million).

The procurement is in line with the previous announcements of defence minister Karakachanov who 
declared many times in public that the entire MiG-29 fleet should be maintained until the expiry of 
its 40-years-long service life in the late 2020s, and this activity should be undertaken by their original 
manufacturer. This is a testament for the willingness and capability of RSK MiG to cooperate with 
its East European customers, enabling the aircraft to remain in service much longer than originally 
planned, as they proved to be affordable to maintain and fly, even in NATO environment. 

The budget 
allocated for 
the MiG-29’s 
integrated 
logistic support 
for the four-
year period 
amounts to 
€41.6 million 
($49 million)
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month later, President Al Sissi had to 
make the trip to Berlin and meet with 
Chancellor Angela Merkel to deblock 
the situation and give guarantees to 

Germany.

This deal will have a technical cost, which 
is in the agreement that the Egyptian Navy 
will not have access to the mid-range anti-
aircraft ballistic missile Aster 30, to be re-

It is September 2018, the Egyptian Navy, which is one of the largest navy forces in the 
region, has just signed a 1.3 billion dollars contract for two German frigates MEKO 
from Thyssen Krupp Marine Systems. Before the official announcement, the German 
federal government having noted that the funds would come from Saudi Arabia, 
which is currently under German embargo, asked to delay the deal and ensure that 
this offense weapon would not be under Saudi command.

placed by the more modest South African 
Umkhonto missile, nor, according to our 
information, to the Vulcan guided shells for 
the ships guns.

This story sums up the situation of the most 
populated country in the Arab world with 
95 billion inhabitants. Lack of funding, in-
ability to keep a single supplier, lack of con-
sistent logistical strategy and obligation to 

ONGOING CHALLENGE 
OF REBUILDING  
THE EGYPTIAN ARMY

the international cooperation

have a huge army are the seven plagues of 
Egypt.

The Egyptian Navy is a good example of 
these anomalies. Two French LHDs, Mis-
tral, a French FREMM frigate, two Type 209 
German submarines, four American Perry 
frigates, two Knox frigates and two Chinese 
Jianghu frigates. As well for the corvettes, 
the Egyptian Navy has two French Gow-

Text by Akram Kharief

A

French fighter Rafale
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inds, one Korean Pohang, and two Spanish 
Descubierda.

This diversification directly impacts the lo-
gistics of weapons systems and communi-
cations networks. For example, in terms of 
surface-to-surface missiles, the Egypt Navy 
is found with American UGM-84 Harpoon, 
MM-40 French Exocet, Soviet or Chinese 
P-15. The situation is worse in regard of an-
ti-aircraft missiles, where French Aster 15 
and MICA VL coexist with American SM-1 
and RAM, and Russian Igla systems.

The same applies to communications sys-
tems, IFF encryption which comes from at 
least three providers each time.

Another deficiency of the Egyptian army 
is that for more than 30 years, it has been 
dependent on US military aid with access 
to EDA (Excess Defence Articles) and there-
fore to second-hand equipment, not always 
of good quality or in good condition.

After the fall of the Anwar Al Sadat regime 
in 2012 and after the coup against Presi-
dent Mohamed Morsi in 2013, US aid of 3 
billion dollars a year was suddenly stopped, 
with the added bonus of a quasi-embargo 
on weapons from the United States. All this 
had effect on maintaining the operational 
condition of the various equipment.

In the face of the near civil war and the es-
tablishment of a terrorist partisan groups in 
the Sinai, the Egyptian army was forced to 
rethink its strategy and re-equip its troops 
to face a well-armed ISIS-type rebellion in 
Syria and Iraq.

For this, a greater interest has been on the 
protection of soldiers with more precise 
weaponry and means of armoured trans-
port. It should be mentioned about the in-
troduction of MRAPs and jamming vehicles 
in large numbers and the local installation, 
in cooperation with KrAZ, of Temsah anti-
mining transport vehicles.

In addition to Sinai, Cairo is in a dangerous 
neighbourhood. In the South, troublesome 
Sudan requires a positioning of troops 
rather far away from the capital. The same 
might be said about Ethiopia, which plans 
to build a large dam on the Nile and which 
has pushed Egypt to reconsider its doctrines 
and its means of intervention far from its 
borders and to think about ordering supply 
vessels and means of force projection.

In the West, Libya is a factor of instability 
that mobilizes air support, intelligence and 
even intervention capabilities. The price 
for the material support of Marshal Haftar 
was rather high and was paid by Egypt in 
resources.

Finally, Israel remains a threat to Cairo and 
often acts as an arbiter in Egyptian arms 
purchases. For example, it required author-
ization from Tel Aviv and special weapons 
conditions (no missile capabilities for sub-
marines) for TKMS to sell the two type 209 
submarines and agree to sell two MEKO 
frigates.

Nevertheless, Egypt suffers from a hidden 
embargo on some individual equipment 
from certain countries. The United States, 
Germany, Great Britain, and Italy no longer 
grant licences to export small arms to Egypt. 
Beretta, who had secured the first contract 
with the Egyptian Naval Special Forces for 
the ARX160 and ARX200 assault rifles, was 
unable to secure a larger contract to equip 
the army. Finally it was CZ with its Bren 2 
who took Beretta's place.

Another problem facing Egypt is the lack 
of funding and the economic dependence 
on Saudi and UAE aid. It was this lack of 
economic stability that frightened Russia, 
which took advantage of the Mistral recov-
ery package but limited the quality of the 
arms delivered to Egypt. Between 2012 and 
2017, Egypt demanded a credit of 60% of 
the contract amount. In 2018, Cairo stipu-
lates signing the contracts for armament 
delivery with the credit in the value of 
100% of the contract price.

S-300VM "Antey-2500"
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Today, this financial instability weighs heav-
ily on Egypt's relations with its suppliers. 
Russia now sells only with cash payments. 
The French government which guaranteed 
the Egyptian credits (Rafale and FREMM), 
does not do it anymore. Only Germany in 
the MEKO contract offers this type of credit 
via the Euler Hermes fund, but again, Ger-
many can very quickly restrict its arms ex-
ports to non-NATO countries.

Under the presidency of Abdel Fattah al-
Sisi, Egypt's arms imports have increased 
by 215% over the last five years. Although 
this increase is drastic, it's not a surprise. 
Threats to Egypt's national security have 
increased significantly since 2013, and the 
Egyptian “war against terrorism” has been 
a key element of the Sisi presidency.

Over the past five years, France has been 
the most successful country in establish-
ing close relations with Egypt in the arma-
ments sector. According to SIPRI data, 37% 
of Egypt's arms import during this period 
came from France, 26% from the United 
States, and 21% – from Russia.

EGYPT'S MAIN TRADE 
AGREEMENTS

Since the June 30 revolution against the 
Muslim Brotherhood, Egypt has invoked 

a new strategy to diversify its external re-
lations. By excluding the United States, 
which traditionally had had a monopoly on 
military imports of Egypt, Sisi diversified 
its suppliers. France, Russia, and Germany, 
among others, have received large orders 
for military equipment delivery from the 
Egyptian regime.

In 2014, President Sisi's visit to Russia re-
sulted in a USD 3.5 billion arms import 
contract, aimed to modernize the Egyptian 
missile system and strengthen the country's 
already large air force. The agreement also 
included 46 MIG-29M / M2 fighter aircraft, 
S-300 anti-aircraft missiles. In 2015, Egypt 
signed an agreement with Russia on 46 Ka-
52 helicopters delivery, and discussions are 
underway to adapt the order or a draft of 
a new agreement to import Ka-52Ks with 
naval capabilities.

Relations with Russia have been excel-
lent between 2012 and 2017. Egypt took 
advantage of this friendship with Moscow 
and completely renewed its most impor-
tant army corps which is an anti-aircraft 
defence.

The Egyptian army is aware since the Yom 
Kippur War in October 1973 and after the 
Soviet recommendations, that to face the 
Israeli enemy, they have to dominate the 
sky with missiles. With the break between 
the two countries, in the 1980s, Egypt 
turned to France and the United States, to 
strengthen its anti-aircraft defence system 
which was getting older.

They chose the Hawk and the Rattlesnake 
as intermediate mobile systems and 72 
ANTPS radars. Egypt also invested in the 
EW with the purchase of six Hawkeye E-2C 
radars for aircrafts. But this strategy was 

changed since 2012 with the reconstruc-
tion of an effective 2A2D system based on 
the Russian experience. This structure is 
based on two conditions: the mobility of 
equipment and its autonomy. The second is 
the capacity for self-protection and mutual 
protection of the systems.

For this, Egypt upgraded its S-75 (wheeled), 
S-125 and KUB systems with better radars 
and data links. To support its armoured 
divisions, the Air Defence forces deploy 
S-125 on mobile chassis, KUB, and Tor M1. 
For its regional defence, Egypt relies on the 
S-300SV which are protected by BUK, ac-
quired in 2005.

Recently, the command of the Egyptian Air 
Defence Forces followed the trend of the 
rest of the army by contracting the pur-
chase of seven short-range IRS-T systems 
from the German manufacturer Diehl Sys-
tems.

This diversification trend began with the 
Rafales.

Also in 2015, Egypt agreed to purchase 24 
Rafale fighter jets from France as a part of a 
5.9 billion dollars arms deal. In 2016, Egypt 
also decided to purchase two Mistral heli-
copter carriers, in order to develop Egypt's 
military capabilities.

In conclusion, the future of Egypt as a ma-
jor client of the arms market seems very un-
certain. Unless it is getting closer to China, 
it will be increasingly difficult for Cairo to 
maintain such a large army. 

1. 155 mm howitzer, M109, USA
2. Egyptian rangers in Jeeps with MANPADS
3. French LHD, Mistral
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he international forum “Army-2018” was held in 
August 2018. The main “beneficiary” of the event 
was the Ministry of Defence of Russia, which con-

cluded 32 state contracts with 20 defence enterprises 
for a total amount of more than 130 billion roubles. As 
a result, more than 600 units of equipment will replen-
ish the Armed Forces of Russia, and over 1,500 units 
of weapons, military and special equipment will be re-
paired. From the point of view of attendance, the situ-
ation also looks favourable – 189.5 thousand people 
visited it in just three days of the business program of 
the forum, and the total number of visitors, according 
to official data, exceeded 1 million. Eighty four foreign 
companies and representatives of 18 states took part in 
the scientific and business program of the forum.

So, it is known that during the forum, intergovern-
mental commissions on military-technical cooperation 
with Egypt (in fact, it happened on the eve of the fo-
rum, but it counts), Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and 
Botswana were held. The total amount of signed export 
contracts was not called, although it was suggested that 

they would exceed the numbers of the last year, when 
the amount of export transactions at the “Army-2017” 
reached 300 mln US dollars. It is known that through 
“Rosoboronexport” JSC, negotiations were held with 
delegations from 50 countries, including 16 countries in 
Sub-Saharan Africa (at least five of them are known). 
The largest contract was the contract with Algeria for 
purchase of 18 fighters MiG-29M/M2 for replacement of 
MiG-29 fighters in this country (a “product 9.13”). The 
contract sum is estimated at 700–800 million dollars.

In general, the forum turned out to be very suc-
cessful, especially considering the fact that Russia is 
under Western counter-sanctions, and, first of all, it 
concerns the military-industrial complex. Taking into 
account current trends, we can assume that the Inter-
national Military-Technical Forum “Army-2019” will 
prove to be at least as good, if not better, as we see the 
growth of all key indicators every year. The event will 
be held from 25 to 30 June 2019 in the “Patriot” Con-
gress and Exhibition Centre, at the airfield of Kubinka 
and the Alabino training ground. 

THE INTERNATIONAL FORUM “ARMY-2019”  
WILL REMAIN AN EFFECTIVE EXPORT PLATFORM  

FOR THE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX OF RUSSIA
“NEW DEFENCE ORDER. STRATEGY”
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ussian upgraded tank T-80BVM will have the opportunity to fire ammunition 
with a core of depleted uranium. The reference book “The Army of Rus-
sia in Comparison” issued by the Ministry of Defence of Russia tells about  

T-80BVM, which has a modified weapon stabilizer and loading mechanism for 
3BM59 Svinets-1 and 3BM60 Svinets-2 ammunition.

In open sources, it is noted that the armour-piercing feathered composite 
shell Svinets-1 has a tungsten carbide core, and the Svinets-2 has a uranium 
alloy core. The first one is able to penetrate 700–740 millimetres of uniform 
armour at a distance of two kilometres, and the second one is able to penetrate 
800–830 millimetres at the same distance.
Due to the greater density, uranium shells are more effective than steel ones, be-
cause they are used by the military of other countries. In particular, the M829A1 
ammunition has a core of depleted uranium included in the ammunition of 
the American tank M1 Abrams. The weapon is capable of penetrating from 650 
to 700 millimetres of homogeneous armour at a distance of two kilometres. 

he Russian reconnaissance aerial drone 
Orlan-10 has been improved follow-
ing the results of the Syrian campaign, 

Deputy Special Technological Centre (STC) 
Roman Ivanov said.

“Our specialists, who were on site, cor-
rected the control algorithms and short-
comings. For the first time we worked in 
such a southern region and faced the con-
ditions of high temperatures and highlands. 
Therefore, of course, we used this experi-
ence,” the deputy said.

According to him, a significant num-
ber of STC employees who had developed 
the Orlan-10 visited Syria, where they have 
been working to improve the technology.

Ivanov also noted the ability of the 
drone to counter electronic warfare systems 
(EW). “Protection is carried out by our own 
development. These are specialized data 
communications channels. They naturally 
assume the availability of means to combat 
opposition. I hope we will not live to see and 
learn how it will work in conditions of seri-
ous electronic warfare. But we are unable 
to resist our today's opponent”, the deputy 
added. 

ingle-hull architecture was used on nuclear-powered submarines (NPS) of 
the project 885 (08850) “Yasen”, and torpedo tubes are located outside the 
fore end, which is used to accommodate large-sized hydroacoustic anten-

nas. This was stated by Vladimir Dorofeev (“Malachite” Marine Engineering 
Bureau).

“I will say more: there was a transformation of such submarines from pre-
dominantly anti-submarine into shock ones. This was the result of equipping 
the fourth-generation nuclear-powered submarines with universal vertical 
launchers that allow to use rocket weapons for various purposes”, the expert 
explained.

Dorofeev spoke about the work on development of the fifth generation of 
nuclear-powered submarines. “Now it would be wrong to reveal all the direc-
tions and features of a promising nuclear-powered submarine, so I’ll say this: 
fifth-generation submarines will meet all the promising requirements of the 
Navy and will be able to effectively fend off emerging threats,” the general di-
rector noted.

Currently, under the project 885, one submarine, K-560 Severodvinsk, is in 
service. The second, K-561 Kazan, was launched. Two submarines, K-573 No-
vosibirsk and K-571 Krasnoyarsk, were subjected to hydraulic tests of the hulls. 
Three more submarines are also laid down. 
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ussia has conducted another successful 
test of its ship-based hypersonic mis-
sile, a weapon the United States are 

currently unable to defend against, accord-
ing to two people with direct knowledge of 
a US intelligence report.

The people, who spoke to CNBC on the 
condition of anonymity, said Russia has car-
ried out five total tests of its ship-based hy-
personic missile since 2015.

The last known test of the device, 
dubbed Tsirkon, was successfully conduct-
ed on December 10, 2018, and reached a top 
speed of 8 Mach, approximately eight times 
the speed of sound, or about two miles per 
second.

“What we are seeing with this particular 
weapon is that the Russians designed it to 
have a dual-purpose capability, meaning, it 
can be used against a target on land as well 
as a vessel at sea,” one source explained. 
“Last week's successful test showed that 
the Russians were able to achieve sustained 
flight, a feat that is crucial in the develop-
ment of hypersonic weapons.”
The US intelligence report, according to one 
source, noted that production of the missile 
is stated to begin in 2021 and it will join the 
Kremlin's arsenal no earlier than 2022. 

eresvet laser systems, based on new physical principles, entered combat 
service in testing regime with the Russian armed forces. The armed forces 
started receiving them in 2017 as part of the state procurement program.
Russian military personnel operating those systems underwent special 

training at the Mozhaysky Military Space Academy in Russia’s second largest 
city of St. Petersburg.

“As combat units trained using this advanced weaponry, they learned and 
practiced their deployment and preparations for use," the source said.

During his State of the Nation Address on March 1, the Russian President 
Vladimir Putin suggested country fellows to choose names for a laser weapon, 
an underwater nuclear-powered drone, and a nuclear-powered cruise missile. 
The laser combat system was named Peresvet after Alexander Peresvet, a medi-
eval Russian warrior monk.

During that speech, Putin said that “significant progress” was achieved in 
Russia’s laser weaponry program and “there are all reasons to believe that we 
are one step ahead our rivals in this sphere.” However, he gave no further de-
tails, saying only that the time was not ripe at that moment.

“I do not want to reveal more details. It is not the time yet. But experts will 
understand that with such weaponry, Russia’s capacities for defending itself 
have multiplied.”

P
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A
 Russian defence industry source told local state-owned media that serial 
production of the new intercontinental-range ballistic missile (ICBM), the 
super-heavy thermonuclear-armed RS-28 Sarmat (NATO designation: SS-

X-30 Satan 2), will begin in 2021.
The Russian Strategic Rocket Forces are expected to receive the first regi-

ment, consisting of two silo-based RS-28 ICBMs, in the same year. “The dead-
line for completing the Sarmat’s flight tests and authorizing it for service is 
2021. Serial production is due to begin in the same year. The first regiment – 
two silo-launched Sarmats and a command centre – will enter duty then, too,” 
the source said.

The first Strategic Missile Force unit to receive the new ICBM will report-
edly be a regiment of the 62nd Missile Division, deployed in Uzhur, part of the 
33rd Guards Missile Army, headquartered in Omsk in southwestern Siberia. 
The regiment will first receive two RS-28 ICBMs, and is expected to deploy a 
total of six RS-28s. (Missile regiments consist of up to 10 missiles and around 
400 military personnel.)
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he 40N6 long-range surface-to-air mis-
sile of the S-400 Triumf system has been 
accepted for service in the Russian Army.
“The 40N6 long-range missile [the 

40N6E as its export version] has been ac-
cepted for service. All the necessary docu-
ments were signed in September 2018, after 
which the Defence Ministry started the pur-
chases of these missiles,” the source said.

“Overall, more than a thousand of 40N6 
missiles are planned to be purchased under 
the state armament program through 2027 
to provide newly formed and rearm exist-
ing S-400 regiments of the Aerospace Force 
with them,” the source added, noting that a 
total of 56 S-400 battalions were planned to 
be established in the Aerospace Force under 
this program.
According to official data, the missile’s de-
struction range is up to 380 km for aerody-
namic targets and up to 15 km for ballistic 
weapons at an altitude ranging from 10 m 
to 35 km. The average flight speed is 1,190 
m/s. Thanks to its new homing head, the 
missile can destroy aircraft beyond the 
boundaries of the radio visibility of ground-
based radars. 

s it became known, the equipment of the newest Russian air launched cruise missiles 
X-101 and X-102 with electronic warfare systems (EW) has begun. This became known 
from the words of Vladimir Mikheev, Advisor to First Deputy Director General (KRET).
X-101 is the newest Russian aviation-based cruise missile designed to equip the Tu-

95MS and Tu-160 strategic bombers. A version of this rocket with a thermonuclear warhead 
has an X-102 index. The rocket has a huge range of flight – up to 5.5 thousand kilometres, 
which significantly exceeds the range of any other cruise missiles of similar purpose, both 
sea- and air-based. X-101 has a variable flight profile – it can go to the target at an altitude of 
up to 10 kilometres or at extremely low altitudes, in the mode of terrain avoidance.

X-101 is made using technologies to reduce radar visibility and its effective reflective 
surface is only about one hundredth of a square meter. It is worth noting that all compo-
nents of the rocket are made exclusively using components of domestic production. 
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VLADIMIR PUTIN,
PRESIDENT OF RUSSIA

The Russian arms of the last 
generations are superior to foreign 
analogues, and hypersonic weapons, 
air defence systems, electronic 
warfare, a number of ground forces 
and other systems simply have no 
analogues in the world

SERGEY ABRAMOV,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
DIRECTOR OF THE ARMS 
CLUSTER OF ROSTEC STATE 
CORPORATION

Russia is the world leader in developing 
electronic warfare equipment. We 
successfully solve the tasks of supplying 
the latest electronic warfare equipment 
for the armed forces of the Russian 
Federation. Such systems include, 
for example, the electronic warfare 
system Palantin, which is already 
a serial product. I can’t talk about 
specific characteristics of this system, 
I’ll just note that it greatly surpasses 
the previous generations of electronic 
warfare equipment in its combat 
capabilities (radio intelligence and radio 
suppression)
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MAXIMUM PRECISION

Currently, the orbit of the International 
Space Station is approximately 400 kilome-
ters. It’s impossible to say more precisely, as 
the stations often have to perform maneu-
vers to avoid colliding with space debris. In 
addition, even at such a height, the Earth's 

Over the last year, the Russian space science made two achievements at once: made 
a flight of the Progress – unmanned cargo spacecraft to the International Space 
Station, using an ultra short scheme of three and a half hours, and returned to  
a short scheme, during manned flights, taking only six hours instead of more  
than two days.

atmosphere influences the station’s orbit. 
The molecules of nitrogen and oxygen col-
lide with the station, gradually inhibiting 
it, which leads to a decrease in the orbital 
altitude. From time to time, it is even neces-
sary to turn on the engines of the spacecraft 
docked to the station, in order to return to 
the previous orbit.

This is precisely why the flight of space-
craft and docking with the station still re-
main to be a difficult task, requiring a large 
number of specialists. Each time one has to 
take into account many factors, in order to 
try to guess, as accurately as possible, the 
station position at the moment of docking. 
Even the sunspot activity affects it, under 

Text by Mikhail Kotov

INVISIBLE 
BREAKTHROUGH: 
RUSSIAN COSMONAUTICS 
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED 
FLIGHT TIME TO THE ISS
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In September 2015, a manned  
Soyuz TMA-14M had to be transferred 
from a six-hour flight pattern to  
a two-day flight pattern due to the two 
factors: space debris and low sunspot 
activity. First, on July 26, 2015,  
the station made a maneuver  
to evade space debris, which changed 
its orbit. These changes were made 
to the calculations, but at the last 
moment another factor intervened – 
the sunspot activity appeared to be 
much lower than predicted. In this 
regard, there were fewer atmospheric 
molecules at the desired height in the 
Earth’s atmosphere, and the station 
was descending slower than had been 
estimated by preliminary calculations.

The record for the minimum flight time 
from launch to docking belongs to the 
USSR and was archived back in 1968, 
when two unmanned Soyuz, called 
Kosmos 212 and Kosmos 213, made 
orbital docking just 47 minutes after 
the launch of the second spacecraft. 
It should be understood that this took 
place at a lower and more convenient 
orbit than the current orbit of the 
International Space Station.
However, the man-controlled docking 
record belongs to the United States; 
they managed to dock the spacecraft 
Gemini-11 with astronauts on board 
with the Agena target in 1 hour  
34 minutes. Until 2013, the flight 
time record to the orbital station also 
belonged to the Americans, they 
docked their missions to the Skylab 
station just eight hours after launching.

its influence the station can change its orbit 
by several meters from the calculated pa-
rameters in only several days.

Therefore, historically, flights to the Mir 
Station, and then the International Space 
Station, were carried out using a two-day 
method. In other words, from the time of 
take-off about two days pass, during which 

the spacecraft manages to make about thir-
ty orbits. At the same time, the spacecraft 
shall gradually form such an orbit, in order 
to be close to the target, cut down relative 
speed, get close and dock. In order to reach 
the station with the appropriate speed and 
at the required orbit, the spacecraft per-
forms a “Gomanovsky transition” to a phas-
ing orbit, a bi-elliptical transition, then an 
approaching with the station and a speed 
justification. In this case, of course, fuel, 
and, accordingly, the number of maneuvers 
are limited.

When it comes to a cargo unmanned 
spacecraft, this is not so important: food, 
water, and air containers can be kept for 
extra fifty hours. But regarding the crew, 
curled up in the cramped compartment of 
the Soyuz spacecraft, every extra hour is 
worth a lot. After a two-day flight, even the 
most trained specialists need to recover or 
they will operate with less efficiency.

Russian specialists have been work-
ing on reducing the flight time to the In-
ternational Space Station for quite a long 
time. Now in 2018, finally we get a real 
breakthrough. On July 10, 2018, they 
managed to launch the Progress MS-09 
cargo unmanned spacecraft to the Interna-
tional Space Station, using a new two-turn 
scheme – just three and a half hours from 
the start to the docking unit. New launch 
schemes, at first, are always to be evaluated 
with cargo unmanned spacecraft, and only 
after the specialists are convinced that it is 
completely safe, the scheme will be intro-
duced on manned spacecraft.

The difference is more than fifteen 
times, as compared with thirty turns that 
are familiar and have been worked out over 
the years. How was this achieved? It is nec-
essary to understand, that one of the main 
parameters, when performing a launch to 
the station, is the phase angle – the angle 
between the spacecraft and the station in-
plane. The larger the phase angle, the less 
requirements are placed on the exact start 
time. In case of a two-day scheme, the an-
gle is 200–400 degrees, and when a space-
craft is launched using a two-turn scheme, 
the angle is only 30±15 degrees. 

Therefore, it appears, that the launch 
for such a scheme shall be performed al-
most a second per second. There is one 
more problem – the rocket does not place 
a spacecraft into orbit with an accuracy of 
one meter, it has to be corrected to ensure 
docking. Therefore, the spacecraft receives 
the first correctional impulse immediately 
after withdrawal. On the next turn, its 
orbit is analyzed and further adjusted. It 
takes place approximately 90 minutes later, 

when the spacecraft already goes to the 
docking process with the station.

The accuracy of the work is jewelry, 
any mistake immediately leads to the need 
to transfer the scheme to a two-day flight 
and adjust the orbit additionally. In 2013, 
for the first time, Russian manual crafts 
switched to a six-hour flight pattern (four 
turns). Then there was a rollback to the 
two-day scheme, and now, in 2018, the 
scheme is again a six-hour one. Thus, the 
Russian space science managed to fix a 
new record, albeit a subtle record outside 
the industry. An unmanned spacecraft is 
launched in a two-turn scheme for three 
and a half hours, and a manned one – for 
a four-turn scheme in more than six hours. 
Ahead, in theory, there is even the possibil-
ity of switching to a single-turn scheme. 
Although, this will be done only after the 
complete running of the two-turn scheme.

SPEED BENEFITS

Why may this be required? The manned 
space science is understandable. This is not 
only the convenience of the process and 
reducing the load on astronauts, but also 
the possibility in the future, if necessary, 
to transfer specialists to the International 
Space Station, as quickly as possible, in 
case of urgent need, for example, in case 
of a serious illness of one of the crew mem-
bers. Yes, for this we need a rocket with a 
fully automated launch, like Zenit once 
was. And it is expected that the Soyuz-5, 
which is generally created on its basis, will 
have such a function.

In addition, the reduced flight time 
will significantly save the work time of 
all ground services, reduce the load on 
astronauts and MCC personnel. And the 
possibility, in the shortest possible time, 
to ensure the assembly of spacecraft from 
several modules at the orbit can open up 
opportunities for military units. The possi-
bility of prompt delivery of fuel or crew to 
the orbit for dual-purpose spacecraft will 
open up great opportunities in the future. 
In addition, it will provide an opportunity 
to keep uninhabited dual-purpose space 
stations in orbit, in order to activate them 
in just a few hours, if necessary, with the 
help of a manned mission.

One should not disregard the possible 
militarization of outer space in the future, 
and a short delivery scheme, a smaller lo-
gistics arm, are always very important. 
Now we have to wait for the manned space-
craft to be transferred to the double-turn 
scheme, which will make it possible to 
reach the orbital station in almost three 
hours after launching. 

 TWO-TURN SCHEME FOR CARGO 
SPACECRAFT APPROACH TO ISS

HOURS3,5
APPROXIMATE
FLIGHT TIME

Source: ROSKOSMOS

DOCKING POSITION

INJECTION 
ORBIT

PERMISSIBLE ANGULAR POSITION BETWEEN SPACECRAFT 
AND ISS AT THE MOMENT OF INJECTION: 12–180

 ISS ORBIT
     405 км
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S-400 VS PATRIOT
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he Triumf S-400 AA missile system is 
intended for complex solution of air 
defence issues at the state level and 
in combination with other air defence 

means with which it may be combined and 
exchange information. It is an effective 
protection shield of entire regions. The 
S-400 effectiveness is especially remark-
able in conditions when circular defense 
of an object or area is required. And the 
complex maintains rather high accuracy of 
target destruction providing anti-air war-
fare with effective use of the AA missile 
system ammunition load.

The Patriot complex, on the contrary, is 
effective as a system for which a certain air 
and missile direction or sector is closed. 
Relatively wide experience of the Patriot 
complexes’ use in some local conflicts of 
modern life demonstrates their effective-
ness in defense at a known in advance 

The history of the Triumf S-400 and the Patriot Antiballistic Missile system and the Air 
Defence system development demonstrates the difference of approaches in itself. As for 
the S-400, we see a system which is primarily intended for immovable objects protection 
against massive air attack echeloned for time, altitude and direction. The Patriot AA 
missile system was developed as an air defence facility with enhanced capabilities of 
destruction of attacking short-range and midrange missiles in threatening sectors. 
Accordingly, these systems’ capabilities vary noticeably.

and strictly determined sector. High fight-
ing productivity of the AA missile system 
battery in a narrow sector provides multi-
ple attacking missile defeat by which high 
possibility of attacking missile or enemy's 
air means destruction is achieved.

It is known that no less than two regi-
ment sets of the Triumf S-400 AA missile 
system purchased by China cost more 
than $3 bln. Probable cost of the S-400 
regiment set in the contract with India 
amounts to about $1 bln. Thus, protection 
of an area of approximately 500 by 250 
km against attack of 200 aircrafts would 
cost about $1 bln for a country purchas-
ing the S-400 system. Of course, this is 
a simplified analysis, but it is used here 
only to evaluate the finances required for 
establishing an effective air defence. The 
Patriot AA missile system cost, to carry out 
similar defensive mission, will amount to 

much larger sums – it is known that one 
Patriot AA missile system battery (with 
lower combat capability) cost is compa-
rable to the cost of the S-400 AA missile 
system regiment set.

In other words, the Patriot AA missile 
system is suitable for antiballistic missile 
system against countries with short-range 
ballistic missiles in combination with local 
air defense system at certain directions, 
and it requires quite significant expenses. 
At the same time, the Triumf S-400 AA 
missile system provides an effective and 
economically reasonable air defense sys-
tem for a country. 

T
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THE TRIUMF S-400 AA MISSILE SYSTEM OPERATING STATES: 
Operating countries:

Russia – put into service 27 regiments (54 battalions and 432 launchers) by the end of 2018 
China – the first regiment set of S-400 AA missile system (of two regiment sets) in 2018

Belarus – put into service the regiment set of S-400 AA missile system (2 battalions) in 2016
Algeria – reported about AA missile system supply in 2016

AA missile system deliverly is expected to the following countries:
Turkey – in 2019, India – in 2020 (and later)

The Triumf S-400 AA missile system is also based in Hmeimim Russian airbase in Syria,  
but it has not participated in combat operations.

THE TRIUMF S-400 AA MISSILE SYSTEM
The Triumf S-400 AA missile system was developed in the "Almaz" Scientific and Produc-
tion Association (now Main System Design Bureau "Almaz-Antey") of the "Almaz-Antey" Air 
Defence System concern (General Designer A. Lemansky). Works on developing a new AA 
missile system as part of AA missile system large-scale modernization of the S-300 family 
Air Defence System began in 1986. The S-400 AA missile system differs from the previous 
generations by its increasing capabilities in operating range, types of target and level of 
the interaction with the Air Defence Systems of the previous generations. In the S-400 AA 
missile system surface-to-air missiles of the EDB “Fakel” design are used. Series missile 
production for the S-400 is held by the "Almaz-Antey" Air Defence System concern.

The Triumf S-400 AA missile system was passed into service by the Resolution of the 
Russian Government on April 28, 2007. The first S-400 missile battalion was placed in op-
eration in Elektrostal (Moscow Region) on August 6, 2007. The first field test of the S-400 
AA missile system was successfully carried out in the Kapustin Yar test range in 2011.

COMPONENTS OF THE TRIUMF  
S-400 AA MISSILE SYSTEM:
Control facilities of 30К6 AA missile 
system, including: 

• 55K6 command and control post
• 91N6 radar facility 
• mobile radar facility 96L6 all-altitude 
   detector (optional)

98ZH6 firing complexes (6–8 units) 
including:

• multifunctional 92H6 illumination 
  and guiding radar
• 5P85Т2 or 5P85SМ2 transporter-
   launcher (up to 6-12 units in  
   a battalion/complex)
• 40V6М scaffold tower of an antenna 
   post (optional)

30TS6 technical support complex
10YU6Т unified Теnor simulator complex
S-400 AA missile system missiles:

• 48N6, 48N6М, 48N6DМ long-range 
   surface-to-air missiles
• 9М96 / 9М96М medium-range 
   surface-to-air missile 
• 40N6 ultra-long range surface-to-air 
   missile

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THE 
TRIUMF S-400 AA MISSILE SYSTEM:
Сommand and control post of the 55К6 
AA missile system interacts with the 91N6 
ground-to-air radar which provides detec-
tion, route tracking and identification friend-
or-foe of different types (ballistic, aerody-
namic and hanging). According to the radar 
facility data, command and control post 
distributes targets between 98ZH6 firing 
complexes, provides them with appropriate 
target designations and implement interac-
tion of firing complexes in condition of mass 
air attack weapon raid at various combat al-
titudes. The command and control post of 
the AA missile system is also able to receive 
additional en-route information about tar-
gets from the higher command and control 
post and, for example, from AEW aircrafts. 
Radar data integration received in various 
wave ranges is most expedient in condi-
tions of intensive countermeasures. The 
Triumf S-400 AA missile system command 
and control post may provide work coordi-
nation of concurrently up to 8 firing missile 
complexes. 

For different types of the S-400 AA mis-
sile system surface-to-air missiles different 
types of guidance is used: semi-active ra-
dar guidance with radio correction (48N6 
type missiles), combination of semi-active 
and active radar guidance (40N6 missile), 
inertial flight with transition to active radar 
guidance (9М96 family missiles).

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TRIUMF 
S-400 AA MISSILE SYSTEM:
Target detection range – 600 km
Number of concurrently followed target 
routes – 300
Number of concurrently fired targets – 
80 (8 firing units of 10 targets each)
Number of concurrently guided  
missiles – 160
Coverage of the complex main radar 
(91N6): 

• aerodynamic targets 
   – azimuth – 360 deg.
   – elevation – 14 deg.
• ballistic targets
   – azimuth – 60 deg.
   – elevation – 75 deg.

Target destruction range:
• aerodynamic targets – 2–400 km
• ballistic targets – 7–60 km

Target destruction altitude –  
5 – 30 000 m
Maximum target speed – 4800 m/s
Time of deployment of the AA missile 
system on the run – 5–10 min
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THE PATRIOT AA MISSILE SYSTEM OPERATING STATES: 
Operating countries:

The USA – more than 480 launchers (2018)
Germany – 12 batteries 

Greece – 6 AA missile system batteries (36 launchers)
Jordan – 40 launchers

Spain – 8 launchers
Qatar – 10 AA missile system batteries

Kuwait – 40 launchers
The Netherlands – 32 launchers

Japan – more than 200 launchers (licensed production)
South Korea – in operational service 

AA missile system delivery is expected to the following countries:
Poland – 4 batteries in 2022 (16 launchers).

The Patriot AA missile system was used for the Antiballistic Missile system and Air Defence system during the Gulf War in 1991,  
in Iraq (2003), during the Civil War in Syria (2014–2018) and during the Civil War in Yemen by Saudi Arabia (2015–2017).

THE PATRIOT AA MISSILE SYSTEM
Development of the AA missile system for providing primarily antiballistic missile sys-
tem for the USA field army began in 1963. Later, in 1964 works on developing a general 
SAM-D Air Defence System began. Until 1976, development and testing of individual 
components and of a future Air Defence system missiles had been carried out, and in 
May, 1976, the project was renamed into Patriot and the Raytheon company started its full 
scale development. In October, 1980, the first contract for MIM-104A Patriot production 
was signed. In 1981, operational service tests of the AA missile system began and in 1984 
Patriot was finally passed into service for the USA military units.

PAC-3 Patriot, the latest version of the AA missile system, was tested in 1997 and ac-
cepted for the USA military arming in 2001. The AA missile system is characterized by 
increased capabilities of ballistic targets’ destruction as the complex has been modern-
ized with consideration of the Patriot AA missile system use in Operation “Desert Storm” 
against Iraq. 

COMPONENTS OF THE PAC-3 PATRIOT 
AA MISSILE SYSTEM:
AN/MSQ-104 battery control post
Multifunctional AN/MPQ-65 radar station 
with enhanced capabilities for ballistic 
targets (previously – AN/MPQ-53)
М901 launchers (4/6/8 units)
MIM-104C/D/E surface-to-air missiles 
AN/MJQ-20 supply sources
Complex communication facilities –  
AN/MCR-137 radio relay stations, antenna 
farms (maximum altitude 30.5 m)
Operational support equipment (missile-
transporter loader, technical servicing 
post, tractor units)
Radio technical and tactical deception 
means (as part of battalions  
of 6 batteries)

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THE 
PATRIOT AA MISSILE SYSTEM:
Battery is a regular deployment unit of the 
Patriot AA missile system. Several AA mis-
sile system batteries may unite in battalions. 
Received information about potential targets 
from chain home AN/MSQ-104 battery con-
trol post coordinates work of multifunctional 
AN/MPQ-55 or AN/MPQ-65 battery radar. 
Radar functioning is automatic and radar 
control is carried out from battery control 
post by two operators. In the required sector 
the radar provides almost concurrent detec-
tion, indentification, and tracking of 90 to 125 
air objects and flight control of all anti-aircraft 
missiles directed to a target. The Patriot com-
plex may interact with AEW&C aircrafts of E-3 
type. In this case, Patriot is in radar pause 
mode until the latest moment of receiving a 
target designation from the airborne AWACS. 

Surface-to-air missile guidance on a target is 
carried out by combined guidance system: 
at the initial flight phase this is a program 
control, at the mid-phase it is radio com-
mand, at the final phase it is TVM (Track-via-
missile) guidance when command guidance 
goes with the semi-active radar one. 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PATRIOT AA 
MISSILE SYSTEM BATTERY:
Target detection range – up to 180 km 
(up to 70–100 km for ballistic targets)
Number of concurrently followed target 
routes – 125
Number of concurrently fired  
targets – 8
Number of concurrently guided  
missiles – 6
Radar coverage of the complex  
(AN/MPQ-65): 

• in the search mode
  – azimuth – sector of 90 deg.
  – elevation – 1–73 deg.
• when target-via-missile guiding 
  – azimuth – sector of 110 deg.
  – elevation – 1–83 deg.

Target destruction range
• aerodynamic targets – 3–100 km
• ballistic targets – 3–20 km  
   (MIM-104C/      D/E missiles)

Target destruction altitude –  
60 – 25 000 m
Maximum target speed –  
1800 m/s
Time of deployment of the AA missile 
system on the run – 30 min
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n March 1, 2018 President of Russia 
Vladimir Putin addressed to the Fed-
eral Assembly. The most unexpected 
and unpredictable part of his speech 

was dedicated to the Armed Forces, or more 
specifically, to the new strategic weapons. 
Vladimir Putin confirmed the implementa-
tion of specific projects, which until now 
have only been mentioned as rumors. He 
presented the nuclear-powered cruise mis-
sile and the ground-launched combat laser 
system, among other items. Today, I would 
like to assess the weapons he mentioned, 
and to discuss their purpose and whether 

On April 24, the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies (Washington) hosted an event dedicated to the new 
Russian Strategic Systems presented during the message of 
Russian President Vladimir Putin to the Federal Assembly. 
The editor of New Defence Order Strategy magazine Leonid 
Nersisyan made a report on Russia's new weapons and 
their impact on the balance of power between Russia 
and the United States. After that, a discussion has been 
held with the participation of Olga Oliker (director of the 
Russia-Eurasia Program at CSIS) and Michael Kofman 
(senior researcher at the CNA Corporation). We present 
the full text of the report with little changes, related to new 
information which appeared after April 2018. 

Text by Leonid Nersisyan, military columnist

they are capable of changing the power bal-
ance between Russia and the United States. 

NUCLEAR-POWERED CRUISE 
MISSILE – IMPLEMENTATION  
OF THE COLD WAR CONCEPT

The nuclear-powered cruise missile had 
never been mentioned before in the pub-
lic sources. Judging by the announcement 
and the footage shown, this system is new 
and unprecedented. According to this con-
cept, the small-size nuclear power plant on 
board of the missile ensures almost unlim-

O

PUTIN’S NEW 
STRATEGIC 
SYSTEMS: 
PLANS, 
REALITIES, AND 
PROSPECTS
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ited range capability. The real state of pre-
paredness of this missile is still unclear (as 
well as its actual testing with the reactor 
onboard), but the concept itself is interest-
ing. The actual cost of such a missile may 
become the problem, as well as its limited 
use – it is clear that nobody is going to use 
nuclear-powered weapons in local conflicts. 
Its other drawback is a necessity of the staff 
permanent work with the nuclear-powered 
missiles, which requires the provision of 
effective radiation safety. According to the 
official version, the tests were conducted 
at the end of 2017 at the Central Testing 
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Ground of the 12th Main Directorate of the 
Ministry of Defense in Novaya Zemlya Ar-
chipelago, where the nuclear power plant 
reached the planned capacity and ensured 
the required level of thrust. Later, one of 
Russian independent experts found out 
that the test launch was conducted from 
a launcher located near Pankovo, Novaya 
Zemlya. Apparently, the cruise missile 
prototype flew about 100 km. Evidently, a 
United States official had issued a statement 
that confirmed that the US had observed a 
small number of Russian nuclear cruise mis-
sile tests and had seen them all crash.

One can definitely cast doubts on the 
statement. In July, 2018, the Ministry of De-
fense of Russia has demonstrated a video 
from the plant where Burevestniks are pro-
duced. The video shows only the head part 
of the missile, its most interesting “details” 
not being disclosed yet.

In fact, the concept of the nuclear-pow-
ered cruise missile is not unique, though it 
has never been brought to the flight-test 
stage before. As early as in the late 1950s, 
the American military developed a huge (it 
was supposed to carry up to 24 warheads) 
Supersonic Low Altitude Missile (SLAM) 

with the nuclear-powered ramjet engine. 
In such an engine the air flows directly 
through the reactor, cooling the reactor it-
self, while the passing air is heating up, so 
the hot air flows out of the nozzle at great 
speeds thus developing required thrust. 
However, it caused a radioactive trail along 
the entire length of the flight. This was ex-
actly one of the reasons that the project was 
cancelled. 

As for the Russian missile – apparently, 
it is subsonic with a focus on low obser-
vance and low flying altitude. The type of 
engine used is not clear yet. By the way,

strategies and technologies

Iskander-M
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there are currently no real tasking for such 
a missile – the existing system of the US 
National Missile Defense is far from being 
able to handle the Russian retaliatory strike 
by means of the intercontinental ballistic 
missiles (ICBM) and submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles (SLBM). As the first-strike 
weapon, the system does not have so many 
advantages over the Russian air-launched 
cruise missiles Kh-101/Kh-102, capable of 
flying, by various estimates, from 4,500 to 
5,500 km. 

COMBAT LASER SYSTEM – IS IT 
A SHORT-RANGE AIR DEFENSE 
SYSTEM? 

President Putin also announced the ground-
based combat laser system. According to a 
few available pictures and general trends 
in the development of laser weapons, we 
can assume Vladimir Putin demonstrated 
the short-range air defense system. Such 
systems are being developed and tested in 
several countries, while their main purpose 
is the defense against drones, mines, muni-
tion shells etc. at relatively short distances. 
The laser may also be used to flash the 
optics of the reconnaissance aircrafts and 
drones. 

The advantage of such a system is the 
minimum cost of the laser shot and the 
highest speed of target destruction (a la-
ser beam propagates at the speed of light). 
But also there are many limitations – low 
efficiency at poor weather conditions, and 
high scattering at the distances exceeding 
5–10 km. This system cannot be designated 
as a strategic one. There is a small possibil-
ity that the laser is powered by a portable 
nuclear reactor – almost similar to the Po-
seidon nuclear-powered torpedo or the 
Burevestnik cruise missile, which we will 
discuss later. In this case, the capacity may 
be enough for the above-stated purposes, 
however even in this scenario laser remains 
a rather intricate weapon and it is appar-
ently not suitable for strategic missile de-
fense tasks. 

Later, in August 2018, following from 
comparison of a video record published by 
the Minister of Defense and satellite im-
ages, one of specialists discovered that the 
systems were situated in launch sites of the 
Russian Strategic Missile Forces, where 
intercontinental ballistics missiles are lo-
cated. In view of this, it was supposed that 
the task of Peresvet can also include flash-
ing the optics of Earth observation satellites 
and missile early-warning satellites.

KINZHAL HYPERSONIC  
AIR-LAUNCHED MISSILE

The mere fact of the Kinzhal missile devel-
opment has not become great news – the 

pictures of an air-launched missile very 
similar to the 9М723 aero-ballistic missile 
which is part of the Iskander-M short-range 
ballistic missile system appeared and disap-
peared at various specialized Russian inter-
net forums several times. 

The missile has already been tested 
in the Southern Military District with the 
MiG-31BM converted supersonic intercep-
tor aircraft (which are not permanently 
based in the SMD) as a launch platform. 
It should seem more logical to use the Tu-
22M3 long-range bomber (and such works 
are already carried out) or Su-34 frontline 
bomber as such a platform – they have 
higher combat radius and higher capacity. 
It is quite possible that such an opportunity 
will be implemented in the future. Accord-
ing to the official statement, the maximum 
range of the Kinzhal complex is 2,000 km 
with the flight speed of about 10 Mach (10 
times faster than the speed of sound). It is 
sufficient to damage any land target, espe-
cially considering the ability of maneuver-
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ing during flight. There will probably be an 
anti-ship version of this missile, and in this 
case the air-launched Iskander missile will 
be equipped with the active radar homing.

Certainly, one cannot fully classify Kin-
zhal as a hypersonic weapon – it is still a 
ballistic missile, and these missiles have 
already reached such speeds before during 
test flights. However, the idea of adapting 
9М723 Iskander-M missile for the needs of 
aviation is quite sound – it does not require 
too much investment, and it solves key 
tasks: precision strikes on the most impor-
tant enemy targets protected by the layered 
air defense and missile defense systems. 
The maximum flying range of the missile 
itself remains one of the disputed questions 
– the majority of experts believe that 2,000 
km is the maximum range, considering the 
combat radius of the delivery aircraft. It is 
logical then to take into account the flying 
range of the ground-based 9М723 missile 
which is around 500 km. Of course, the 
launch of a missile at higher altitude and 

Nuclear-Powered Cruise Missile

Hypersonic winged combat unit “Avangard”
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speed ensures longer flying range com-
pared with the launch from the ground, but 
the difference will certainly be much less 
than 4 times. 

It is noteworthy that many people con-
fuse Kinzhal with the GZUR air-launched 
hypersonic cruise missile, which is expect-
ed to be developed by 2020. According to 
the available information, its flying range 
will be equal to 1,500 km with the speed 
of about 6 Mach. It is quite probable that 
GZUR will be interchangeable with the 
3M22 Zircon sea-launched cruise missile, 
which must be adapted to Russian ships 
and submarines in the future. 

HYPERSONIC GLIDE VEHICLE –  
IS RUSSIA THE FIRST  
IN THE WORLD TO USE IT? 

Russia, China, and the United States have 
been actively developing hypersonic glide 
vehicles for a rather long time in order to 
equip their ICBMs with it. However, Russia 

has already apparently achieved the level of 
sub-serial production. Generally speaking, 
this was predictable, considering unsuc-
cessful testing of such systems in the USA, 
compared to the latest successful testing in 
Russia. The new glider is called Avangard, 
though earlier all public sources called it 
‘Izdelie 4202’. 

Unlike usual warheads flying directly 
along the ballistic trajectory with late entry 
into the dense atmospheric layers (which 
provides time for their high altitude in-
terception by the anti-missile defenses), 
this glider spends much more time in the 
atmosphere, moving there at the speed of 
about 15–20 Mach. At the same time, during 
the flight in the dense atmospheric layers 
a plasma cloud is formed around the war-
head, which, according to some experts, 
hinders kinetic interceptors from precision 
targeting (for radar locators and infra-red 
homing heads the target turns into big and 
‘blurred’ spot thus making the delivery of 
direct hit almost impossible).

Moreover, the glider is guided along 
the entire length of the flight – presumably 
with inertial guidance system and configu-
ration of terrain navigation (by radar or op-
tic system) on the flight’s final part, which 
achieves high target accuracy (non-nuclear 
warheads may be used) and is capable of 
altitudinal and directional maneuvering. 
Considering low efficiency of the BMD 
systems even against the ordinary ICBM 
warheads, the interception of such glide 
vehicles is almost impossible, according to 
current military technologies. 

UNMANNED UNDERWATER 
VEHICLE – IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE 1950S’ IDEA 

The idea to create a giant nuclear-powered 
torpedo with a tremendously powerful 
thermonuclear charge appeared in the 
USSR as early as the 1950s. The project was 
called T-15 and has actively been promoted 
by Andrey Sakharov, one of chief Soviet sci-
entists and then a future political dissident. 
The technologies of those times didn’t al-
low for the creation of a compact nuclear 
plant, and there were also problems with 
naval carriers for such a huge object. 

However, modern technologies en-
sured the implementation of this old 
concept – the Status-6 nuclear-powered 
submarine drone was ‘accidentally’ dem-
onstrated on the Russian TV in 2015. Since 
then there has been almost no official in-
formation regarding this item, but there 
were quite a lot of rumors whether it was 
a real project or just a prototype. The ex-
istence of the project was recently recog-
nized in the ‘American Nuclear Posture 
Review’ in 2018. And now it was officially 
reported by the Russian president in front 
of the global audience. 

The carrier platform for this unmanned 
underwater vehicle, as seen from the foot-
age and demonstrated during Putin’s 
speech, is the project 09852 Belgorod nu-
clear-powered submarine. In the televised 
footage, the submarine is carrying both 
nuclear-powered torpedoes (earlier mass 
media reported of the range of Status-6 as 
equal to 10,000 km, submergence depth of 
1 km and the rate of sailing up to 185 km/h), 
and Klavesin-2R-PM unmanned underwa-
ter vehicle (this vehicle is capable of imple-
menting various ISR tasks such as mapping 
of the sea bottom, and possibly affecting 
the underwater communication lines).

As for detection and interception of 
these ‘nuclear’ torpedoes, considering their 
operational depth and rate of sailing, the 
task is very complicated. At the same time, 
even if one torpedo reaches the enemy 
coast, the consequences will be catastroph-
ic. Status-6 has already been officially 
called Poseidon. 

strategies and technologies

RS-28 «Sarmat»

Aircraft missile system “Kinzhal”
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POP-UP TEST OF SARMAT 
MISSILE ARE FINISHED

In the presidential address to the Federal 
Assembly, one could see the footage of the 
first ejection tests of the liquid-fueled heavy 
Sarmat ICBM, which is going to replace the 
aging R-36М2 Voevoda missile. 

These tests were initially scheduled 
for 2015, but were postponed three times –  
finally, they were conducted in late De-
cember 2017 and appeared to be successful 
(which was corroborated by the footage 
shown by Vladimir Putin). On March 29, 
2018, the second ejection tests of Sarmat 
were conducted with ignition of four first-
stage main propulsion engines. Later the 
third ejection test was also conducted, so 
this stage of tests is completed.

The new missile resembles the previ-
ous one; however, new technologies will 
contribute to the facilitation of the system 
exploitation, and to decrease in the time 
period from receiving of the attack order 
to the missile launch (it will be less than 
one minute). Besides, the ICBM will be 
capable of carrying new hypersonic glide 
vehicles or just greater amount of regular 
warheads, if compared to Voevoda (not less 
than 14). Moreover, Sarmat will be config-
ured for sub-orbital flight of almost unlim-
ited range, which will allow attacking the 
enemy from any direction. Timely develop-
ment of Sarmat is vital because of the age-
ing of R-36M2 Voevoda ICBMs and the need 
for their routine replacement. Otherwise, 
the strategic nuclear potential of Russia 
will be significantly decreased. Sarmats are 
expected to enter service in 2024. 

NPR-2018 AND NEW RUSSIAN 
WEAPONS SYSTEMS 

Quite recently the United States adopted 
the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR-
2018) describing the new global challenges 
and planned responses. 

The document was mostly focused on 
the violation of the Intermediate-Range 
Nuclear Forces Treaty by Russia, as well 
as deterring Moscow from using tactical 
nuclear weapons in case of a conflict in Eu-
rope. From the above listed strategic weap-
ons, the American document mentioned 
only Status-6, Sarmat, and the hypersonic 
glider, while the new nuclear-powered 
cruise missiles were left out. The conclu-
sions of the document about the need of 
deploying tactical nuclear warheads on 
the SLBMs Trident II and decrease in the 
threshold reduction for the use of tactical 
nuclear weapons is in no way adequate to 
address the new Russian developments. 
Probably, there was an attempt to address 
the increased capacities of the Russian tac-
tical missile systems, such as Iskander-M 
(with the possibility of using cruise missiles 
of various ranges, including intermediate 
if necessary), Kalibr, and the air-launched 
cruise missiles. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As we can see, a part of these presented 
weapons are quite real, and their serial pro-
duction is a matter of time. First of all, this 
applies to the Sarmat ICBM and the Kinzhal 
aero-ballistic missile, as well as the Avan-
gard hypersonic glider. Creation of Sarmat 
missile will allow for the maintenance of 
the ground-launched strategic nuclear po-
tential of Russia after the retirement of all 
Voevoda ICBMs. 

Serial production of the air-launched 
version of Iskander-M will allow for 
strengthening the striking capacities of the 
Russian aviation, and in the case of using 
tactical nuclear warheads, to solve strate-
gic tasks beyond the European continent. 
At the same time, the new missiles may be 
produced at the same industrial enterprises 
where the ground-launched aero-ballistic 
missiles 9М723 are manufactured, allowing 
for savings to the military budget. 

It should be noted that some of the 
demonstrated weapons are at the stage of 
concepts or potential future development 
prototypes. Anyway, it strengthens the po-
sitions of Russia at the negotiations with 
the US. And real deployment of Poseidon 
UUV may appear quite reasonable in case 
of creating operational strategic missile de-
fense system by potential adversaries. How-
ever, it is not probably going to happen for 
the next 15–20 years. 

The new weapons have no impact on 
the power balance between the US and 
Russia – today’s mutual nuclear deterrence 
is at the sufficient level due to the fact that 
both sides have enough ground-launched 
ICBMs and SLBMs. At the same time, the 
BMD system of both sides is still not ca-
pable of countering anything but single 
ICBM’s warheads, Deployment of addition-
al indigenous weapons, such as Poseidon or 
Burevestnik, will in no way enable Russia to 
gain an opportunity of making an efficient 
preemptive strike on the United States, 
while the ‘traditional’ weapons are enough 
for the retaliatory strike and are already 
available. 

In this regard, it is totally unnecessary 
for the US to symmetrically respond to Rus-
sian developments. It is enough for Wash-
ington to just physically update their ageing 
ICBM Minuteman III and Ohio submarines, 
budget permitting. At the same time, Rus-
sia has demonstrated that the aspirations 
of making a preemptive strike on its terri-
tory are senseless even in the quite distant 
future, and the nuclear deterrence will 
hopefully contribute to the maintenance of 
peace for the foreseeable future. 

This is exactly why the leaders of both 
nations need to use all their willpower to 
find the way out of the impending disa-
greements regarding the strategic security, 
in order to avoid the looming armaments 
race.  
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t the moment, Russia has the largest 
range of various air defense systems for 
different purposes, which is explained 
by the need to confidently counteract 

all types of airborne threats. Works on the 
development of air defense systems of a new 
generation are being actively carried out, 
and this is one of the top priorities in the 
construction of the Russian armed forces.
Let us consider some potential Russian air 
defense systems, which will come into ser-
vice in the near future.

Russia traditionally pays great attention to the creation and development of air defense 
missile systems (ADMS), which are a key element of the Russian air defense system. 

Text by Pavel Rumyantsev

PERSPECTIVE RUSSIAN  
AIR DEFENSE  
MISSILE SYSTEMS

S-350E VITYAZ AIR DEFENSE 
MISSILE SYSTEM

S-350E Vityaz is an advanced medium-
range air defense missile system designed to 
replace outdated S-300PS systems. The sys-
tem is designed to combat a wide range of 
air attack weapons – tactical aircraft, cruise 
and ballistic missiles, various types of guid-
ed air-delivered munitions etc. It is expected 
that the S-350 air defense missile system will 
consist of the following components:

A
– battle management system 50K6;
– 1–2 general-purpose radars 50N6, 
providing detection, tracking air 
targets and targeting surface-to-air 
missiles (SAM);
– up to 8 launchers 50P6; each 
launcher houses 12 launching 
transporting containers with surface-
to-air missiles of the new generation 
9M96 or 9M96D. 
Each radar 50N6 is capable of providing 

simultaneous guidance of 16 surface-to-air 

C-350E Vityaz launcher 50P6E
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR  
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Modernization of the aerospace 
defense forces is one 
of the priority tasks

PAVEL SOZINOV,
CHIEF DESIGNER  
OF JSC CONCERN  
VKO “ALMAZ-ANTEY”

It is also important that the 
ammunition load, which is located on 
one launcher, consists of 12 missiles 
instead of four. This is very important 
for repelling massive strikes, not to 
mention the fact that the S-350 has 
increased noise-proof features, and 
automation control tasks are solved

missiles at eight targets (two missiles for 
each target). Therefore, the system in full 
force is able to provide simultaneous fir-
ing at 16 targets with two missiles aimed at 
each of them.

The high combat capabilities of the 
system are provided by means of surface-
to-air missiles of the new generation 9M96 
and 9M96D. Missiles of this group have an 
inertial reference system with radio correc-
tion on the main flight section and an active 
homing head, providing a “stand-alone” 
guidance on a target, without “support” of 
the radar. A key feature of the missiles of this 
family is the combination of aerodynamic 
control surfaces with a gas-dynamic divert 
and attitude control system (DACS), which 
ensures transverse torque control. This en-
gine is a “ring” of miniature solid-fueled 
engines, triggered by commands issued by 
the missile homing guidance system. DACS 
is capable of providing the possibility of 
inertia-free missile deviation by commands 
of the guidance system, which is impossible 
for missiles with aerodynamic control sur-
faces only. Therefore, the DACS provides 
arrival of a missile on a lateral load of 20 
units in just 0.025 second. 9M96 is made 
according to the tail-first configuration 
with the front arrangement of aerodynamic 
controllers, which eliminates the impact of 
jet flows of the DACS on them. At low al-
titudes, 9M96 is capable of developing an 
enormous overload of 60 units, and at an 
altitude of even 30 kilometers – 20 units.  
Maneuvering potential of 9M96 exceeds 
the capabilities of foreign analogues.

The American surface-to-air missile 
ERINT used in the Patriot RAS-3 air de-
fense missile system and equipped with 
the jet reaction control system in the form 
of a cluster impulse engine unit (located in 
the fore body) can develop an overload of 
50 units on the deck, and at a height of 15 
kilometers the maximum overload of the 
missile is reduced to 15 units. The European 

Aster-15 and Aster-30 surface-to-air missiles 
used as part of SAMP-T SAM and ship-to-air 
missile system PAAMS are equipped with 
a transverse proportional control system. 
Surface-to-air missiles have a gas-dynamic 
engine with 4-slotted nozzles, which are 
controlled by special valves that are adjust-
able depending on the control commands. 
Aster, like the Russian 9M96, can develop 
an overload of 60 units on the deck, and at 
an altitude of 15 kilometers the maximum 
missile overload is 22 units.

9M96 and 9M96D missiles differ only 
in the size of the power system. The range 
capability for the export version of 9M96 
(9M96E) missile is estimated at 30 kilo-
meters. The range of the export version 
of 9M96D (9M96E2) missile is estimated 
at 120 kilometers, but according to open 
sources, the range of 9M96D performed 
by the Russian armed forces can reach 150 
kilometers.

Stupendous maneuvering potential of 
the missile allows to confidently hit even 
the most complex existing targets, such as 
intensely maneuvering supersonic cruise 
missiles. 9M96 can hit most targets, such 
as subsonic cruise missiles or tactical air-
craft, as well as ballistic missiles, with a 
direct hit – on the “hit to kill” principle. In 
addition, the probability to kill typical tar-
gets for 9M96 is 90%. This, in turn, allows 
to abandon the usual bombardment of air 
targets with two missiles, which allows to 
significantly save ammunition and increase 
the already considerable fire performance 
of the system. Equipping 9M96 missiles 
with active homing heads allows the system 
radar to be “unloaded” at the final flight 
segment, which also provides an increase 
in the fire power potential of the system, 
and in the long term – interception of tar-
gets outside the radar horizon when using 
external sources of target indicating for air 
defense missile systems (other radars, both 
airborne and ground-based).

C-350E battle management system 50K6E C-350E general-purpose radars 50N6E
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The appearance of S-350 in the field 
provides the following :

– Increasing the efficiency of 
combating against the enemy's tactical 
aviation;
– Defeat of even massive strikes by 
means of cruise missiles and other air 
attack weapons, taking into account 
the high firing capabilities of the 
system, the highest maneuvering 
potential of the missile, as well as the 
huge ammunition load on the SAM 
launchers;
– Effective protection of other SAMs 
of air defense force against anti-radar 
missile strikes.
In general, S-350 systems will form a 

“layer” in the country's air defense between 
the long-range S-400 SAMs and short-
range SAMs, such as Pantzyr or Tor.

At the moment, as it follows from open 
source information, the S-350 is undergo-
ing state tests and shall be put into service 
by 2020, following which its purchases will 
begin. 

The S-350 system is largely unified 
with the Polyment-Redut ship-to-air mis-
sile system, which is installed on the newest 

frigate of the Russian Navy of the project 
22350 “Admiral Gorshkov”. After a long pe-
riod of testing, primarily related to the tests 
and modifications of Polyment-Redut, on 
July 28, 2018, “Admiral Gorshkov” joined 
the Russian Navy, and in October 2018, at 
the verification fires at the Northern Fleet 
training ground, the Poliment-Redut com-
plex successfully hit all targets imitating air 
targets of different classes and fully con-
firmed the declared characteristics.

PANTZYR-SM AIR DEFENSE 
MISSILE SYSTEM

Pantzyr-SM is an advanced air defense mis-
sile system, which is a further development 
of the famous Pantzyr-S1 anti-aircraft mis-
sile and gun system (ZRPK). However, if 
the Pantzyr-S1 is a short-range air defense 
system designed primarily to protect the 
objects they cover against attacks by cruise 
missiles and various high-precision avia-
tion weapons, then the Pantzyr-SM will, 
apparently, have become a medium-range 
air defense system, while having lost auto-
matic anti-aircraft guns.

Despite the fact that prototypes of the 
Pantzyr-SM system, which are being tested, 
have already been manufactured, very little 
is known about it. The system will receive a 
new radar with an active phased array an-
tenna that has an airborne target detection 
range of up to 70 kilometers, and, accord-
ing to some data, it will also receive a new 
target tracking radar.

Pantzyr-SM will have missiles with 
much more power than 9M335 SAM of the 
Pantzyr-S1 system. The Pantzyr-S1 mis-
sile has the maximum range of target de-
struction of 20 kilometers in range and 10 
kilometers in height, while the Pantzyr-SM 
missiles can hit aerodynamic targets at a 
range of up to 40 kilometers. The method 
of targeting the surface-to-air missiles used 
in the Pantzyr-SM, however, as well as their 
appearance, are unknown. However, it will 
most likely change. In the Pantzyr-S1 mis-
siles have a radio command guidance, and 
the Pantzyr-SM missiles are supposed to 
have a target seeking device.

Due to increased capabilities of the new 
surface-to-air missiles, the Pantzyr-SM, un-
like its predecessor, will be able to more 
confidently fight airplanes, including ac-

Pantzyr-SM in the assembly shop

9M337 missilesPantzyr-SM
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All missiles of the new generation 
are designed with active homing 
heads, with inertial control systems, 
and have very high maneuverability 
characteristics to destroy the entire 
spectrum of attacking objects

tively maneuvering ones. In addition, bal-
listic targets (tactical and short-range at-
tack missiles) can be included in the range 
of reached targets for the Pantzyr-SM.

According to some reports, number 
of simultaneously guided SAMs at the 
Pantzyr-SM will be doubled compared to 
the Pantzyr-S1 – from four to eight.

The system facilities will be located on 
the newest protected chassis K-53958 Tor-
nado manufactured by the JSC “Remdizel” 
(Naberezhnye Chelny).

The start of batch production of the 
Pantzyr-SM is expected by the beginning  
of 2020.

STRELA-10ML AIR DEFENSE 
MISSILE SYSTEM

Strela-10ML (previously the operating 
name Bagulnik was used) is an advanced 
ADMS of the air defense system of the 
ground forces designed to replace the 
short-range air defense system Strela-
10M3, which no longer meets modern re-
quirements and cannot effectively cover 
ground forces against modern air attack 
weapons. 

Strela-10ML has a number of unique 
features. Target detection is carried out 
using a special optical-electronic module 
supplemented by a thermal imaging chan-
nel. This module is able to detect enemy 
aircraft at a distance of up to 30 kilometers, 
a helicopter at a distance of up to 14 kilom-
eters, and a cruise missile up to 12 kilome-
ters and is able to quickly survey the space 
at any time of the day and in all weather 
conditions. This method of detecting tar-
gets provides the highest concealment of 
the system and eliminates its detection by 
communications surveillance means. The 
system is armed with 12 surface-to-air mis-

siles 9M337. The missile configuration is 
similar to the surface-to-air missile 9M335 
of the Pantzyr-S1 system. The missile is a 
two-stage one, with a detachable accel-
erator that accelerates it to a speed of 875 
meters per second, following which at the 
cruise flight stage the main missile contin-
ues its flight to the target by inertia. This 
configuration greatly simplifies the missile 
and reduces its cost.

9M337 uses an unusual guidance sys-
tem – remote guidance on the laser beam 
with radio command guidance at the 
launch site. The principle of operation of 
the missile guidance system is as follows. 
The optical-electronic module detects the 
target, takes it to the tracking and begins il-
lumination with a laser beam. After launch, 
a separate thermal imaging channel of the 
optical-electronic module sights the mis-
sile and determines its angular coordinates. 
Then, using radio commands, the missile 
is put into the laser beam, which is modu-
lated in a certain way. The laser receiver 
located in the missile tail determines the 
missile position relative to the beam center, 
and the autopilot issues commands that en-
sure the missile is kept in its center until it 
hits the target.

This method of targeting is completely 
insensitive to electronic jamming and opti-
cal-electronic countermeasures.

The 9M337 missile engagement zone is 
10 kilometers in range and five kilometers 
in height. The system capabilities allow to 
successfully hit helicopters and attack air-
craft, cruise missiles, smart bombs, anti-
tank missiles and other air precision-guid-
ed munitions.

At the moment, the Strela-10ML has 
passed state tests, and will be put into ser-
vice in the near future. The system is of-
fered for export under the name Sosna-R. 

Strela-10ML Strela-10ML

ALEXANDER DENISOV, 
DIRECTOR GENERAL 
OF JSC SCIENTIFIC 
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
“HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS” 

The complex Pantzyr-SM will allow  
to destroy air attack weapons, flying at  
a speed of several thousand meters 
per second. Although, the most 
important difference between the 
complex and the existing anti-aircraft 
missile and gun system will be the 
ability to fire at ballistic targets
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1. The upgraded fighting compartment of BMP-3
2. “Sodema” sight
3. “Sodema” – view from gunner site

“KURGANMASHZAVOD” JSC 
INCREASES THE FIRE POWER  

OF THE BMP-3 INFANTRY 
FIGHTING VEHICLE

he BMP-3 infantry fighting vehicle 
is in service with more than a dozen 
countries of the world. These are hun-
dreds of vehicles, which in fact proved 

their reliability, high firepower and maneu-
verability. With its total combat character-
istics, the BMP-3 has no analogues in the 
world among tracked vehicles of the light 
category in terms of weight. In addition, 
the high modernization potential allows 
continuing to upgrade the combat vehicle 
in different lines.

THE UPGRADED  
FIGHTING COMPARTMENT
The Special Design Bureau of Machine 
Building OJSC (Kurgan), developer of the 
BMP-3 infantry fighting vehicle, and the 
manufacturer, “Kurganmashzavod” JSC 
have been working on the comprehensive 
modernization of the vehicle for many 
years. The experience of BMP-3 operation 
in different regions of the world, as well 
as modern requirements to the conduct of 
military operations are taken into account, 
when it becomes extremely important to 
improve the efficiency of the troops by 
combining them into an integrated infor-
mation network operating in real time. 

Today Kurgan designers are ready to 
offer a new version of the upgraded BMP-3  
fighting compartment equipped with mod-
ern sights. The latest automated fire con-

trol system can significantly improve the 
weapon station functionality. In addition, 
the upgraded BMP-3 can be equipped with 
an ATGM loading mechanism, which re-
duces the loading time to 10–15 seconds. 

AUTOMATED  
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
The base of the upgraded BMP-3 fighting 
compartment is still 100-mm 2A70 gun-
launcher, 30-mm 2A72 automatic cannon, 
and 7.62-mm PKTM machine gun.

To increase the firepower, installed in 
the fighting compartment is the upgraded 
fire control system, which includes:

– sighting system (PPND) “Sodema” 
with thermal imaging camera and 
automatic target tracker;
– commander's panoramic sight 
(PPNK) with TV camera and thermal 
imaging camera;
– digital ballistic computer.
The upgraded fire control system with 

the “Sodema” sighting system, thermal 
imaging camera and the AST-B automatic 
target tracker provides the object identifi-
cation range at a distance of up to 5.5 km 
in day time and 3.5 km at night. The laser 
rangefinder has the measured target range 
from 200 to 8,000 m. All this makes con-
ditions for conducting effective aimed fire 
at night and at long distances, even at high 
speed of movement, which means that 

minimum amount of time is required to de-
struct targets. 

The use of the commander's panoramic 
sight, which gives the all-around view for 
the commander and has television and 
thermal imaging channels, increases the 
detection speed and destruction of targets 
at the distance of up to 3.5 km in day time 
and at night.

UPGRADE OPTIONS IN RESPONSE 
TO CUSTOMER’S DEMANDS
The R-168-25U-2 VHF multi-channel radio 
set with frequency modulation and two 
independent paths of reception and trans-
mission provides the crew with open and 
masked radio communication of the ob-
jects control tactical link. 

The temperature mode of operation of 
the upgraded fighting compartment is from 
+50 to –50 0C, allowing to use it in almost 
any part of the world. And the upgraded 
fighting compartment can be mounted on 
the chassis of light armored vehicles such 
as the BMP-3 and BMD-4M.

The upgraded fighting compartment of 
BMP-3 can be an excellent option for the 
modernization of infantry fighting vehicles 
already in service in different countries of 
the world. In addition, SKBM OJSC and 
“Kurganmashzavod” JSC are ready to work 
on the upgrade options in response to de-
mands of a specific customer. 

1.

2.

3.
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s a matter of priority, Kurgan designers 
sought to lay high level of protection 
into the new vehicle. Great attention 
was paid to qualitative improvement 

of the characteristics of habitability and er-
gonomics. The basic parameters of mobility 
and unification with the base vehicle were 
kept.

The BT-3F armoured personnel carrier 
inherited from the BMP-3 high protection 
against both conventional weapons and 
effects from a nuclear explosion, which 
makes it possible to use these vehicles to-
gether in combat missions.

The 5ETS16U remote-controlled weapon 
station mounted on the BT-3F with the 12.7 
mm Kord machine gun is equipped with the 
TV-thermal imaging sight with the laser 
rangefinder. It is indispensable for combat-
ing light armored targets and weapons, as 
well as for destruction of the enemy's man-
power. It is essential for fighting soft targets 
and fire units for enemy fighters destruc-
tion. By the way, the video surveillance sys-
tem provides the all-round view of the area, 
while the image is displayed on the driver’s 
and mounted troopers’ video and vision de-

vices. The accommodation of the mounted 
troops has options: besides crew members 
the vehicle can accommodate also up to 
10 mounted troops, in addition, it is pos-
sible to accommodate five more people. It 
is important that the BT-3F can be used for 
transportation of a large volume of goods, 
ammunition, and stationing of the devices 
and equipment. In fact, the new-generation 
armored personnel carrier is offered as a 
base chassis for development of vehicles of 
wide application range. 

The 450 hp engine allows keeping the 
BT-3F mobility characteristics at the level 
of the BMP-3 IFV: speed on highway up to 
70 km/h, swim capability at sea state three. 

Another undoubted advantage of the 
vehicle is its transportability. The BT-3F can 
be transported by motor, by air, by sea, and 
by rail. The BT-3F can also be transported on 
the external suspension of the MI-26 heli-
copter.

Due to the use in the design of the ar-
mored personnel carrier of serial produced 
units and assemblies of the BMP-3 IFV, 
being in service for a long time, the new  
BT-3F can be introduced into serial produc-

tion at the “Kurganmashzavod” in short 
time, without actually carrying out prepar-
atory work. And there will be no problem to 
train crews that have had experience of the 
BMP-3 and BMP-3F operation. 

This circumstance makes it possible to 
name as the most promising foreign mar-
kets for BT-3F personnel carriers those 
states which already have the BMP-3 IFVs 
in service. Of course, the BT-3F amphibious 
armored personnel carrier manufactured 
by "Kurganmashzavod" JSC will occupy its 
niche in the global arms market, where the 
Russian offer is traditionally strong. 

A

BТ-3F armoured personnel carrier

NEW-GENERATION RUSSIAN 
ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLE

THE SUCCESS IN MILITARY OPERATIONS IN NOWADAY’S CONFLICTS OFTEN DEPENDS ON THE MOBILITY OF 
MILITARY FORMATIONS, IN SOME CASES THIS ELIMINATES THE POSSIBILITY OF THE BATTLE ITSELF. HIGH 
MANOEUVRABILITY OF SMALL UNITS, ESPECIALLY WHEN MOVING ACROSS IRREGULAR TERRAIN WITH WATER 
BARRIERS, COULD BE PROVIDED BY AN ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLE THAT NEGOTIATES THE OBSTACLES 
ON THE FLY, WITHOUT ADVANCE PREPARATION. AND IT WAS THE VEHICLE THAT WAS DEVELOPED BY 
DESIGNERS OF THE SPECIAL DESIGN BUREAU OF MACHINE BUILDING OJSC (KURGAN) AND SPECIALISTS OF 
THE KURGAN MACHINE BUILDING PLANT (“KURGANMASHZAVOD” JSC) HAVING CREATED THE DEVELOPMENTAL 
PROTOTYPE OF BТ-3F ARMOURED PERSONNEL CARRIER ON THE BMP-3 INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE CHASSIS.

“KURGANMASHZAVOD” JSC
17, Mashinostroiteley pr.,  
640027, Kurgan, Russia

Telephone: +7 (3522) 47-14-40,
fax: +7 (3522) 23-20-82
E-mail: kmz@kmz.ru
www.kurganmash.ru
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imited Liability Company Aero Style 
was established in 2000 as an enter-
prise for refurbishing line interiors of 
various aircraft types into business 

and VIP versions.

For the years of successful operation, 
Aero Style LLC has mastered a range of dif-
ferent areas:

– design, engineering and manufacture 
of cockpit interiors, as well as aircraft seats, 
couches, other pieces of furniture and interi-
or elements of the aircraft passenger cabins;

– engineering and manufacture of el-
ements of spherical screens, pilot cockpit 
mock-ups, seats and control systems for vari-
ous types of aircrafts for training complexes;

– manufacture and installation of air 
conditioning systems on aircrafts;

– engineering and manufacture of tech-
nological molding tools and final products 
from polymeric composite materials by cold 
and hot-forming methods (pressing method 
of thermovacuum molding);

– manufacture of decorative parts from 
artificial stone, polyester plastics.

Aero Style LLC developed and launched 
its own mass-production of completion 
parts, such as: individual lamps, general 
lighting flat lamps, LED linears, ashtrays, 
coasters, luminous information boards. The 
products have passed the full complex of 
tests for compliance with aviation standards.

Special attention is paid to the design, 
engineering and manufacture of shock-ab-
sorbing aircraft seats of a wide range of use 
with specified weight, functional and dura-
bility characteristics. 

Due to the use of new materials, inno-
vation additive technologies, original ener-
gy-absorbing device, modern design, com-
pactness, significantly reduced weight and 
improved ergonomics we reached the level 
of the world's leading manufacturers of the 
aircraft seats! Besides, the cost of the seats 
is 30% lower than that of foreign analogues, 
and the extent of production localization 

reaches 80%! Part of the works under this 
project is financed by FSBI Small Enterprise 
Assistance Fund (Innovation Promotion 
Fund).

In the portfolio of orders of Aero Style 
LLC there are some projects for development 
and production of furniture and interior 
items by orders of shipbuilding enterprises –  
various types of seats, ceiling and wall cov-
erings, etc.

Works on designing and manufacture of 
the aerodynamic component of the renew-

able energy source (RES) prototype – the 
wind driven generator (WDG) of vertically 
oriented type as part of a hybrid power com-
plex (HPC) are carried out at present.

Aero Style LLC is licensed by the Minis-
try of Industry and Trade of the Russian Fed-
eration to develop and manufacture light 
aircrafts, helicopters and UAVs. The work on 
modification and improvement of critical el-
ements of aircraft is constantly carried out, 
the patents for utility models and inventions 
in this field have been obtained.

The production base of Aero Style LLC is 
located in Zhukovsky, Moscow Region and 
occupies about 3,000 square meters.

Aero Style LLC has modern software and 
a fleet of CNC equipment, including milling 
and turning machines for processing metals 
and non-metallic materials, as well as for la-
ser cutting.

Strong relations with the best domestic 
and world suppliers of equipment, materials 
and components have been established.

Aero Style LLC successfully implement-
ed a series of projects in close and long-term 
cooperation with FSUE “GosNII GA”, FSUE 
“TsAGI named after professor N.E. Zhu-
kovsky”, FSUE “VIAM” All-Russian Scientific 
Research Institute of Aviation Materials and 
other enterprises. Within the years of work 
Aero Style has been cooperating with the 
leading companies of Russian Aerospace  
Industry, such as SCAC, “Irkut Corporation” 
PJSC, “Ilyushin Aviation Complex” PJSC, 
“Kamov” JSC, Mil Moscow Helicopter Plant 
JSC.

Engineering center has been set up on the 
basis of the company; it was founded for re-
search and development works, introduction 
of innovative technologies, conduct of a wide 
range of tests on prototypes and materials, 
for development and designing in accordance 
with the current GOST design and process 
documentation for enterprises of various in-
dustries in the Russian Federation. 

L

AERO STYLE LLC
office 1, bld. 2/24

Kaloshin alley, Moscow, 119002
tel. +7 (495) 556-59-67
fax +7 (495) 556-74-34

e-mail: info@aerostyl.ru 
www.aerostyl.ru

PRODUCTION OF AIRCRAFT SHOCK 
ABSORBING SEATS

Interior of cabin RRJ/“Sukhoi SuperJet – 95V” – the first business class cabin (VIP- configuration) in the 
history of the airctraft of this series, designed, manufactured and installed by the experts of Aero Style

Ilgiz Nafikov,
CEO

 Helicopter seat with unique shock 
absorbing device 
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ince the Russian Government has been 
taking series of steps towards rearma-
ment of its military, there have been 
consistent growth of the part of cut-

ting-edge equipment in the inventory. Sys-
tems become more complex, versatile and 
responsive. All this dictates that combat 
crews receive thorough training in layout 
and deployment of advanced platforms and 
maintain achieved expertise and skills. 

“Hard in training – easy in combat,” 
used to say Alexander Suvorov, Russia’s out-
standing military commander. This remains 
true even today in every sense. Even more 
so, since the ever-growing attention paid to 
training of every crew is now divided to en-
compass the need to set up a complex multi-
level command and control system.

Under the circumstances, to provide 
the most advanced practice in military 
units, involved in training and combat op-
erations, it is essential to set up conditions 
as close to those they are likely to face in 
combat as it gets. For example, in Air De-
fense every crew member has to stay on 
simulators until he starts making all the 
right moves without a second thought and 
then face complex (combined) training in 
combat target situations achieved through 
deployment of a diversity of targets simu-
lating modern and future air threats with a 
great degree of immersion.

The modern target pool is made up of 
Saman-M and Strela-10M missile targets, 
few Pensne missile targets, and legacy Peni-
ye, Kaban and Strizh targets of the Soviet 
era that have made it to these days. All of 
them are disposable and unreliable assets 
based on guided missiles of obsolete mis-
sile systems. Needless to say, they lack for 
the required maneuverability. However, 
poor reliability of the targets is only half the 
problem with the other half being recov-
ery and maintenance of the target systems 

(launchers), which have already logged 
over 30-35 years.

Naturally, the number of missiles re-
manufactured from old missiles will be 
reduced in the coming years. On the other 
hand, given the increase in the number of 
advanced close-, mid-, and long-range AD 
systems, the troops will face the need in 
modern reusable targets growing exponen-
tially year in, year out. Not least important 
is the fact that for tests of advanced and fu-
ture military equipment just any target will 
no longer do. It will also have to simulate 
modern air threats, precision weapons in 
particular, very accurately. Essential fea-
tures include high maneuverability and 
speed, small RCS, capability to merge into 
complex target groups, etc.

An analysis of these factors in 2015 
prompted the decision of Izhevsk Electro-
mechanical Plant KUPOL approved by the 
Almaz-Antey Corp., to conduct R&D works. 
The goal was a versatile target and training 
system capable of creating a complex target 
environment by taking advantage of various 
air threat simulators to cater to the needs of 
for modern and future AD systems. Dubbed 
9F6021, the system resulted from R&D titled 
Adjutant (Russian for aide-de-camp), a rath-
er relevant name by all means for a system, 
designed to “assist” commanders of all levels 
in training crews, testing production and de-
velopment AD systems, and conducting fire 
missions in complex target environments.

“From day one the composition and 
design of the prospective system were dis-
cussed with representatives of the Russian 
Ministry of Defense involved into train-
ing of AD troops. This shaped the system 
meeting most of the requirements, facing 
modern training and simulation assets, and 
saved us much time and effort, from getting 
into overheads if you will, in engineering its 
components. Over an extremely short time 

S
we came up with the design documentation 
and development models of the targets and 
system in general,” says Andrey Rusakov, 
the chief designer of the system.

“The 9F6021 incorporates a ground-
based CP complete with stations for opera-
tors, three types of air targets, remote assets 
for displaying air situation, communica-
tions and life-support systems. These come 
with a cargo module to stow and carry tar-
get launching, maintenance, and fueling 
equipment. Being reusable, all targets are 
launched from a mechanical catapult with-
out powder boosters or compressed air and 
land by parachute.

The first type is a FW drone of a stand-
ard design, propelled by a pusher propel-
ler. Its major role is initial training of AD 
crews. Capable of making just 120km/h, 
it nevertheless boasts outstanding endur-
ance of 4-plus hours. The target carries two 
remotely-triggered tracers.

The second type is also a FW platform, 
but powered by a jet providing a much 
higher speed of up to 100m/sec.

The third type is designed to simulate 
cruise missiles and gliding bombs flying at 
150-200m/sec. Designed from scratch, it 
is equipped with a jet and capable of ma-
neuvering in the same manner a UAV and 
cruise missile can, doing it in preset mode.

The fourth type is a RW drone. It will be 
deployed to imitate a helicopter, hovering 
and performing a pop-up attack at a range 
of up to 10km from its launching site.

The development model of the system 
has already passed preliminary tests and 
is expected to go into state trials later this 
year. These will provide grounds for set-
tling the mass production kick-off date and 
date for the first system to enter the inven-
tory of the MoD. A unique platform, it has 
everything to improve the quality of train-
ing of AD crews dramatically.” 

strategies and technologies

Victory in modern combat depends on combination of application of hi-tech weapons, 
outstanding professional skills and expertise of the personnel operating them, as well as 

operational effectiveness of decision making throughout the chain of command.

THE ADJUTANT  
OF HIS EXCELLENCY

МV-S МV-SR

МV-R

МV-V
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Comprehensive target training system in travel order

Ground control station

Targets launch position

Operators’ compartment

Fragments of MV-R targets

Remote display facility

Izhevsk Electromechanical Plant Kupol, JSC
Russia, Udmurtia, Izhevsk, Pesochnaya str., 3
Tel.: +7 (3412) 72-5125; Fax: +7 (3412) 72-6819
E-mail: iemz@kupol.ru 
www.kupol.ru

Almaz-Antey Aerospace Defense Concern, JSC
121471, Moscow, Vereyskaya str., 41
Tel. / Fax +7 (495) 276-29-65; +7 (495) 276-29-69
E-mail: antey@almaz-antey.ru
www.almaz-antey.ru
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ny property, civilian or industrial, needs to be well 
lighted, to have lightning protection and to be safe 
and secure in general. Each of the above mentioned 
aspects supposes functioning of video analytics cam-

eras, antennas and other devices responsible for control, 
monitoring, signal transmission etc. As new technologies 
allow to find solutions for greater number of various tasks, 
more new challenges and demands appear, and the num-
ber of devices grow, as well as their performance and reli-
ability. So development leads to comprehensive solutions.

Combined experience of the «AMIRA» company, a 
manufacturer of metal works, high-masts and lighting 
equipment of any complexity, and the «Integra-S» group of 
companies, a developer of intellectual integrated safety and 
control systems, led to development of a comprehensive 
solution for protection of industrial and civilian property.

The 27-years long experience of the «AMIRA» com-
pany shows that development of present-day metal 
works goes in the way of combination of several func-
tions. Of course, it is possible not in all cases, but un-
der other conditions being equal, each tower or high-
mast can be of double, if not even triple purpose. But to 
achieve this, in the production process it is necessary to 
take into consideration not only actual load, but also a 
load which can be added in the nearest future. Optimi-
zation and safety – these are the keynote ideas in new 
metal works development in the «AMIRA» company. 

In its turn, the «Integra-S» group of companies for more 
than 20 years has been developing software and equipment 
for integrated safety and security of various facilities. The 
system can even provide a single integrated platform for 
objects monitoring over the whole country. The system’s 
capacities include not only continuous visual monitoring 
and motion detection in covered areas, territory perimeter 
control, ecologic monitoring, and countercheck of unau-
thorized entries, but also detection and blocking of control 
channels for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

As a result, design teams of the two companies, by 
their joint efforts, have developed the following compre-
hensive solutions:

• Radio tower, transmission tower with integrated 
system of protection against UAVs (Fig. 1). Two such 
towers can have a coverage area up to 2 km

• High-mast with integrated systems of video analy- 
tics (Fig. 2)

The new constructions allow to provide safety control 
over territories of civilian and industrial property, and are 
easily accessible and safe in service. To make it more com-
fortable for customers, the developers can provide struc-
ture erection and software configuration.  

A

JAMMING DRONES.  
RELIABLY. FAST

AMIRA JSC
22, Kalinina str., 198095, Saint Petersburg, Russia

tel.: +7 (812) 441-25-00, fax: +7 (812) 786-74-39
E-mail: amira@amira.ru

www.amira-industry.com

Antenna

Heat chamber
Antennae

Service platform

Stair flight with  
a platform for rest

CAPACITIES:

• Detection of approaching  
   the covered territory
• Blocking of UAVs control channels
• Countercheck of unauthorized 
   entries
• Territory perimeter control

Lightning divertor

Mobile crown 
with floodlight

Lighting 
pole

Video
monitoring 
cameras

CAPACITIES:

• Continuous visual monitoring, video 
   recording, and motion detection  
   in covered areas of any property
• Construction of distribution system     
   of any complexity with unlimited 
   number of servers
• Counterespionage measures
• Territory perimeter control

HH

Fig. 1. Radio tower RMG Strizh Fig. 2. High mast with mobile  
            crown VMO-Integra
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ussia has the most modern infrastruc-
ture in the Arctic, which has no ana-
logues in the world military. This was 

announced by the General of the Army Ser-
gei Shoigu, the Russian Minister of Defence, 
in a panel session of the Public Council un-
der the Ministry of Defence of the Russian 
Federation.

“We are continuing the staged comple-
tion of our work on the islands of the Arctic. 
This is the restoration of airfields and devel-
opment of the most modern infrastructure.  
I can say with confidence that today not a sin-
gle country in the world has such a modern 
infrastructure that Russia has,” said Shoigu.

He recalled that the military structure is 
now being developed on the Arctic Islands – 
Franz Josef Land, Alexander Land, Kotelny, 
Sredny, Wrangel Island, Cape Schmidt, New 
Siberian Islands.

Also, according to him, the construction 
of military infrastructure in the Kurils con-
tinues. “Almost now, in the New Year, we 
are settling in completely new buildings and 
structures on the islands of the Kuril Ridge,” 
the Minister of Defence added. 

The state budget of Ukraine for 2019 provides for the allocation of over 
UAH 102 bln by the Ministry of Defence, we plan to spend more than 5% 
of GDP on the defence and security sector,” said President of Ukraine Petro 

Poroshenko.
“More than UAH 102 bln is set to be disbursed to the army next year. This 

is UAH 16 bln more than last year (2018 – IF), with a stable dollar level,” Po-
roshenko said at the ceremony of handing over military equipment by the com-
pany “Ukroboronprom” to the Ukrainian Armed Forces in December.

In this regard, Poroshenko noted that the Ukrainian army will have money 
to purchase the latest types of weapons of Ukrainian development and produc-
tion. President Poroshenko mentioned a new coastal complex with anti-ship 
cruise missiles Neptun, a 155 mm Bogdana 6×6 self-propelled howitzer, recon-
naissance strike complex Sokol, and a high-precision guided projectile Kvitnyk 
upgraded to NATO standards, and others.

According to the state budget-2019, UAH 16.97 bln was allocated for the 
development of weapons and military equipment (WME) through the Ministry 
of Defence, which is 3.73% more than in 2018. The share of expenses for re-
equipment of the Armed Forces of Ukraine in the total budget of the military 
department in 2019 will be 16.6%, whereas 19% of the department’s budget was 
allocated for this purpose in 2018.

The total budget of the Ministry of Defence in 2019 is estimated at UAH 
102.49 bln, in the total expenditure of the military department UAH 81.69 bln 
(79.7% of the budget) will be used to support the activities of the Armed Forces 
of Ukraine.

According to the Ministry of Finance, the total expenditure on the security 
and defence sector in the state budget 2019 will amount to UAH 212 bln (5.4% of 
GDP), or 18.6% more than in 2018. 

"

R

RUSSIA  
IN THE ARCTIC AND 
THE KURIL ISLANDS
/TASS.RU

UKRAINE WILL SPEND ON DEFENCE 
AND THE ARMY MORE THAN 5%  
OF GDP IN 2019
/INTERFAX.RU

n December 19, Trump declared victory over the Islamic State terrorist or-
ganization in Syria, noting that this was the only reason for the presence 
of the American military in this country. 

Later, the White House press secretary Sarah Sanders reported that the 
United States began withdrawing troops from Syria, but a victory over the ISIS 
does not mean the end of the coalition. Reuters, citing sources, reported that all 
US State Department employees will be evacuated from Syria within 24 hours, 
and the armed forces will be withdrawn in 60–100 days. 

O

WITHDRAWAL  
OF US TROOPS FROM SYRIA
RIA.RU
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SERGEY LAVROV,
MINISTER OF FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS OF RUSSIA

“Solving the problem of the illegal 
armed presence of the United States 
on Syrian territory will not be easy. 
Washington is constantly setting new 
conditions that violate the sovereignty, 
independence, unity and territorial 
integrity of the SAR, despite the fact 
that these principles are enshrined 
in the main resolutions of the UNSF. 
Let's see what the “US withdrawal 
from Syria” announced by President 
(Donald) Trump will result in.” 

n Tuesday, Qatar celebrated the 47th anniversary 
of the foundation of the country with a large-scale 
military parade. For celebration of the National 

Day after 18 months of breaking off relations with 
neighbouring Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, 
and Bahrain, the emirate chose the slogan “Qatar will 
remain free”.

Military men of all military branches, including the 
emir’s special forces, the counter-terrorism units, and 
the chemical troops marched along the Doha embank-
ment.

Qatar's air force set up demonstration flights in 
the skies over Doha, which were attended by the lat-
est fighters that entered service in Qatar – Eurofighter 
Typhoon. At the same time, heavy armoured vehicles 
passed along the embankment of the capital of Qatar. 
During the parade, the military also demonstrated the 
US Patriot anti-ballistic missile defence system, which 
is in service in Qatar. Spectators in the stands greeted 
with loud applause and shouts of support the passage 
of female units from the Qatar Ministry of Interior Af-
fairs with white rifles in their hands.
The final part of the parade was the passage of eques-
trian units, which are used to have in service pure Arab 
horses, as well as the military on camels. 

ranian naval forces launched rockets in the Persian Gulf not far from the US nuclear 
aircraft carrier USS John C. Stennis and its accompanying ships. This was reported by 
the Associated Press.

The US Navy aircraft carrier group was escorted by 30 ships of the Islamic Revolution-
ary Guard Corps. They followed the aircraft carrier and at one point launched rockets and 
released a drone to take photos of the ship.

The publication does not provide any other details of the incident, noting that USS John 
C. Stennis made its passage amid the regular threats of the Iranian officials to close the 
Strait of Hormuz.

A group of US warships led by the nuclear aircraft carrier USS John C. Stennis entered 
the Persian Gulf on December 21, 2018. The command of the US Navy sends the aircraft car-
rier to these waters for the first time since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack.

On December 1, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced Iran’s test of a medium-
range ballistic missile and also called Tehran’s actions a violation of the UN Security Coun-
cil Resolution 2231.

He added that Washington condemns such decisions and calls on Iran to immediately 
cease all actions related to ballistic missiles designed to deliver nuclear weapons. The Ira-
nian Foreign Ministry replied that the country's missile program does not violate UN resolu-
tions. 

O
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IRAN LAUNCHED ROCKETS  
IN THE PERSIAN GULF  / IZ.RU

“QATAR WILL REMAIN FREE” / RIA.RU
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The only way to stop drugs, gangs, human 
trafficking, criminal elements and much else from 
coming into our Country is with a Wall or Barrier. 
Drones and all of the rest are wonderful and lots 
of fun, but it is only a good old fashioned Wall that 
works! A design of our Steel Slat Barrier which is 
totally effective while at the same time beautiful! 

President Trump
@POTUS
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NATO MEMBERS DRIVE FASTEST INCREASE  
IN GLOBAL DEFENCE SPENDING FOR A DECADE

TOP 10 DEFENSE BUDGETS OF THE WORLD.
CHANGES IN 2018 COMPARED WITH 2017

 COUNTRY
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JANE’S BY IHS MARKIT
Spending rose nearly 5 percent in 2018 to 
reach $1.78 trillion, driven by budget in-
creases in North America and Europe 

Global defence expenditure grew 4.9 
percent in 2018, the fastest growth rate since 
2008, according to the annual Jane’s Defence 
Budget report, released by business informa-
tion provider IHS Markit. 

Global defence spending grew for the 
fifth consecutive year to reach a total of 
$1.78 trillion in 2018, significantly exceeding 
the post-Cold War record of $1.69 trillion in 
2010, according to the report. Fueling this 
increase was a 5.8 percent, $54 billion boost 
to NATO spending largely due to higher de-
fence spending in the US. 

Jane’s by IHS Markit forecasts that over-
all NATO defence expenditure will exceed $1 
trillion in 2019. 

Jane’s projects that global defence 
spending growth will moderate to a level 
of around 2 percent per year over the next 
five years as budget increases in Europe and 
North America slow and emerging markets 
again become the key source of growth. 

“In 2018, we’ve seen a reversal of recent 
trends with Western states driving growth,” 
said Craig Caffrey, principal analyst at 
Jane’s. “Going forward we still see Asia and 
the Middle East as the key sources of sustain-
able increases in defence spending.” 

NATO MEMBERS  
INCREASE SPENDING 

In 2010, NATO member spending accounted 
for two thirds of global defence expenditure. 

As emerging markets expanded and devel-
oped economies implemented cuts over the 
decade, the balance of global defence ex-
penditure shifted dramatically. The NATO 
share of expenditure steadily declined to just 
55 percent in 2017 with non-NATO spending 
on track to surpass NATO expenditure by the 
early-2020s. 

“As 24 of the 29 NATO members in-
creased their defence budget in 2018, the 
decline in the NATO share of global spend-
ing has stalled,” Fenella McGerty, principal 
analyst at Jane’s said. “The recommitment to 
defence in Western states means the global 
balance of expenditure between NATO and 
non-NATO markets is now more likely to 
shift from the mid-2020s.” 

Nine NATO members will reach the 2 
percent of GDP benchmark for defence ex-
penditure in 2019 – compared to just four 
members in 2014. These countries are the 
US, Greece, Estonia, Lithuania, United King-
dom, Poland, France, Latvia and Romania. 

US CONTINUES TO INVEST  
IN MODERNISATION 

US defence spending increased by $46 bil-
lion in 2018 to reach $702.5 billion as the 
Pentagon sought to improve military readi-
ness and bolster missile defence capabilities. 
The 7 percent boost to the Pentagon’s budget 
represents the largest increase in US defence 
spending since 2008. 

Eastern European budgets continue to 
expand, while Germany’s 11 percent spend-
ing boost will bolster Western Europe’s total 

Six of the ten fastest growing defence 
budgets in the world in 2018 were situated 

in Eastern Europe. Defence spending in the 
region grew almost 9 percent in 2018 with 
Poland, Romania and the Ukraine driving in-
creases. Notably, spending on military equip-
ment has more than doubled in the region 
since the annexation of Crimea in 2014. 

Western European defence spending in-
creased for the third consecutive year in 2018 
to reach $248 billion – 2.4 percent higher than 
2017. In 2019, regional spending should exceed 
pre-financial crisis levels as growth acceler-
ates to 3.6 percent driven by a major 11 percent 
increase in the German defence budget. 

While the outlook for defence spending 
growth in Europe appears on an upward 
trend, this hinges on a stable UK defence 
budget and therefore upon the outcome of 
Brexit negotiations and the impact on the UK 
economy. 

STRONG ECONOMIC 
CONDITIONS IN ASIA-PACIFIC 
DRIVE ACCELERATED GROWTH 

Growth in Asia-Pacific accelerated to 3.6 per-
cent in 2018 but remains below the average 
4.8 percent rate seen over the past decade. 
Total regional spending reached a record 
high of $465 billion in 2018. 

Despite security concerns, economic 
growth continues to be the primary driver of 
defence budget growth in Asia. 

“Strategic drivers are undoubtedly be-
coming more important, but trends continue 
to be dictated by economic and fiscal condi-
tions. Strong underlying economic funda-
mentals mean that Asia is where we expect 
the majority of the sustainable long-term 
growth will come from,” Caffrey said. 

ABOUT IHS MARKIT (www.ihsmarkit.com). IHS Markit is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. IHS Markit has 
more than 50,000 business and government customers, including 80 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions. IHS Markit is a registered trademark of IHS Markit 
Ltd. and/or its affiliates. All other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners © 2018 IHS Markit Ltd. All rights reserved. 

ABOUT THE JANE’S ANNUAL DEFENCE BUDGETS REPORT. The Jane's Defence Budgets team produces the annual Jane’s Defence Budgets Report every December. The report examines and 
forecasts defence expenditure for 105 countries and captures 99 percent of global defence spending. The Jane’s Annual Defence Budgets Report is the world’s most comprehensive, forward-looking 
study of government’s defence budgets. In this study, values are based on constant 2018 US dollars. 
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After a period of diplomatic crisis and construction of media-propagandistic 
argumentation, the USA declared the decision to withdraw from the Treaty  
on intermediate and short range missiles (INF Treaty). This opens the way for 
development of new classes of armaments, threatens with a new upsurge of armament 
race and, in perspective, – with missile crises in Europe and South-East Asia.

Author Alexander Ermakov

FALLING  
OF THE COLUMN  
OF STRATEGIC STABILITY

n No.2 (49), 2018, the "New defence 
order" has already put the question: 
whether the INF Treaty will remain in 
force? Less than a year passed since, and 

the answer we can give is most probably 
negative.

The current period of sharp aggrava-
tion of American claims, which began from 
publication, in February 2017, of an article 
in “New York Times” with declaration that 
Russia had started operational deployment 
of a mobile system-“violator” with cruise 

I
missiles SSC-8, and was followed by pro-
vocative legislative initiatives, comes to its 
logical end. Last year, included in the “Na-
tional Defence Authorization Act” (NDAA) 
of the USA for fiscal year 2018 were prin-
cipal provisions of the so-called “INF keep-
ing law”, which officially confirmed accu-
sations against Russia and approved funds 
allocation for development of a land-based 
system with cruise missile of prohibited 
range. It was also declared, that the USA 
were committed to the INF Treaty, and all 

The Treaty on intermediate range and short range missiles was signed by Mikhail Gorbachev and Ronald Reagan on December 8, 1987, and came into force on June 1, 1988
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The Treaty on 
intermediate range and 
short range missiles 
was signed by Mikhail 
Gorbachev and Ronald 
Reagan on December 
8, 1987, and came 
into force on June 1, 
1988. It put the end 
to the ten-years long 
“crisis of Euro-missiles”. 
According to the Treaty 
provisions, the parties, 
toward June 1, 1991, had 
to dismantle land-based 
ballistic and cruise 
missiles with range from 
500 to 5,500 km, and 
took obligations not 
to produce, test and/
or introduce missiles of 
this class in the future 
for indefinite terms. 
After the breakup 
of the Soviet Union, 
Belarus, Ukraine, and 
Kazakhstan acceded to 
the Treaty along with 
Russia. 

Summary  
by the “New Defence Order. Strategy” 

magazine

DONALD TRUMP,
US PRESIDENT

"We will have to develop such 
armaments until Russia comes to us, 
and China comes to us, until all of 
them come to us and say: "Let's get 
wiser, and none of us will develop 
these armaments". But if Russia does 
it, and China does it, while we still 
follow the Treaty provisions, this is 
unacceptably” 

international security

the above measures were caused by the 
wish to make Russia to return to abiding 
by the treaty, and, moreover, that a “paper” 
development stage was not formally pro-
hibited. In the NDAA for fiscal year 2019, 
signed on August 13, 2018, in addition to the 
measures of the past year, there appeared a 
requirement for the White House to submit, 
before January 15, 2019, a report for spe-
cial-purpose committees of the Congress. 
This report has to state whether Russia 
continued to violate the INF Treaty and, if 
so, whether the USA were restricted by the 
Treaty provisions. Taking into account that 
Moscow denied, and continues to deny, the 
fact of violations itself, this looked like a 
preparation before the final stage of with-
drawal from the Treaty. However, Donald 
Trump decided not to wait for winter holi-
days.

Shortly before the visit of the national 
security adviser, John Bolton, to Moscow, 
which took place on October 21–22, the 
White House had voiced the decision to 
withdraw from the INF Treaty without any 
reports and further political games; first, 
by means of “leak” into the same “New 
York Times”, and then in Trump's public 
speaking. In the course of his visit to Mos-
cow, Bolton, a known opponent of the USA 
participation in agreements on armament 
limitation, confirmed these plans for Rus-
sian authorities and media. Probably, this 
long-awaited for and, at the same time, un-
expected Trump's decision was associated 

with the pre-election campaign (before the 
“mid-term” elections of the governors and 
the Congress members, on November 6) 
and with a wish to show his resoluteness in 
relations with Moscow in defence of Ameri-
can interests. John Bolton

In the world, the American plans were 
perceived extremely icily not only by Rus-
sia and China, but also by allies in Europe. 
Among NATO countries, only Great Britain 
gave steady encouragement to the USA, 
the other countries appealed to continue 
the American-Russian dialog and keep the 
INF Treaty as a guarantee against the new 
crisis of Euro-missiles. At present, there are 
no pre-conditions of the USA getting an 
unanimous resolution of NATO for future 
missiles placement in Europe, and if such 
plans arise, then, probably, agreements will 
be between two parties, for example, with 
Poland and/or Romania. Anyway, John 
Bolton declared in Moscow that at the mo-
ment the USA did not have plans to deploy 
medium range missiles in Europe.

It would be no wonder and can really 
be true, that the real reasons of the USA 
withdrawal from the INF Treaty, probably, 
lay, first of all, in the field of growing con-
tradictions with China, which has achieved 
great success in this scope by developing a 
wide variety of cruise and ballistic missiles 
of medium range including high-precision 
and conventionally tipped ones. But the 
USA, being restricted by the INF Treaty, 
can set against only sea- and air-based sub-

SYSTEMS OF STRIFE 

Claims of the American party against Russia are concentrated, first of all, on the 
land-based mobile system with cruise missile SSC-8 (Russian name — 9М729), 
which, supposedly, has prohibited range. According to the American party dec-
larations, in winter of 2017, the military forces of Russia deployed two brigade 
sets of these systems. No newer information on production and deployment was 
further delivered. Photos of the missile systems or missiles and other information, 
which would confirm the accusations one way or the other, were not published 
in an open access, and even to allies in NATO the data were issued in small doses. 
According to leaks to German media, the basis of the evidence consists of “satellite 
images, tapped telephone conversations and money transfers”.

The Russian party confirms the fact of 9М729 existence, however it declares 
that the missile corresponds to the INF Treaty provisions. Anyway, there is also 
no information on deployment, characteristics, or images published. Russia has 
counter-claims against the USA, which are directed, first of all, to the fact, that 
Mk.41 type launchers used in land-based systems of missile defence system “Aegis 
Ashore” installed in Poland and Romania can be used to launch Tomahawk cruise 
missiles. The American party replies to these claims by assurances, that “Aegis 
Ashore” systems are not equipped with software required to use the cruise mis-
siles. Apart from that, the Russian party criticizes the USA for the use of missile-
training targets in testing the missile defence systems, which, although having 
been manufactured with compliance to the INF provisions, are considered as 
attempts for “keeping competences in MRBM development”. And formal claims 
sound periodically – to the Russian party's opinion, strike UAVs meet the defini-
tion of cruise missile in the INF Treaty text.
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JOHN BOLTON,
NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER 
(in an interview for “Kommersant”,
on what could make the USA 
to abandon plans to withdraw
from the INF Treaty)

“...Had Russia dismantled all  
the armament created in violation  
of this agreement and had China  
made the same, then there would be 
another situation. But I think, that  
the probability of this is zero...  
Now, for example, about third part 
to a half of the total number of China 
ballistic missiles do not correspond  
to the Treaty on intermediate and  
short range missiles (INF Treaty).  
And to suppose that they will possibly 
dismantle more than half  
of their ballistic missiles  
is just being unrealistic"

sonic cruise missiles, which have both pros 
and contras in comparison with land-based 
ones, and ballistic missiles – intercontinen-
tal and submarines’ missiles, nuclear pow-
ered only, i.e. with extremely restricted use.

Although, at the time when this article 
is being written, the USA haven’t sent yet 
an official notice to the rest of the Treaty 
parties, it is expected in the nearest future. 
Upon expiration of six months after this 
moment, the USA will not be restricted 
with the INF statements any more, and 
the Treaty, in practice, will be terminated. 
Russia, evidently, will withdraw from it 
simultaneously, while the rest of partici-
pants joined the treaty, probably, by chance 
(though the official withdrawal of Ukraine 
is to be expected).

MISSILES FOR PEACE AFTER 
THE INF TREATY (4)

So what is the armament systems, for de-
velopment of which the USA withdraw 
from the thirty-years long treaty? At the 
moment, we can speak about two current 
programs.

First, it is a mobile system with non-nu-
clear cruise missile, development of which 
was stated in the NDAA’18. It can be said, 
that it is about reincarnation of the BGM-

109G Gryphon system – a ground version of 
Tomahawk, which, in 1980s, the USA had 
a chance to deploy in Europe in the frame 
of “Euro-missile crisis” and then disman-
tled as a result of the INF Treaty signing. 
Details on the course of development were 
not published, but, on the basis of the task 
set in the law, one can presume that some 
missile of existing ones will be selected as 
a missile for the system. The most probable 
choice will be either the same Tomahawk, 
or the aircraft missile AGM-158 JASSM.

The modern modification of Toma-
hawk, Block IV TLAM-E, has the range of up 
to 1,600 km, along with improved guidance 
system, the capability of retargeting during 
flight, and, being a missile for surface ships, 
can be adjusted to ground launch with no 
troubles. JASSM, as an aircraft missile, 
seems to be less suitable choice, however, 
as part of promotion of its ship modification 
LRASM to the Navy, it has already passed 
officially the cycle of tests, showing a capa-
bility of launching from ground launchers 
(both vertical of Mk41 type and ramps). A 
model of patrol boat equipped with launch-
er for four AGM-158 was demonstrated; it is 
worthy to note that, by experts’ estimates, 
the weight of such a launcher would signif-
icantly exceed the boat carrying capacity, 
but would fell perfectly within carrying ca-

AGM-158С JASSM (top) and "Tomahawk", Block IV TLAM-E (down) Polaris A3
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pacity of typical wheeled chassis of HEMTT 
family. Flying range of JASSM-ER modifica-
tion is approximately 1,000 km (in the pro-
cess of JASSM-XR development it can reach 
up to 1,600 km). Th advantage of AGM-158 
is its stealth. Besides, as strange as it could 
be, its “aircraft” past can be considered as 
an advantage, too – according to spheres of 
influence in the US armed forces, a land-
based system with cruise missiles will most 
certainly go to the air defence, for which 
purchasing of its “own” missile, not “naval” 
Tomahawk, is preferable, if the choice is 
possible.

The second program’s details appeared 
in the second half of 2018. It is development 
of a new MRBM for the USA Army (it also 
traditionally has ballistic missiles of inter-
mediate and short range) under a code 
name “Strategic Fires Missile” / “Opera-
tional Fires (OpFires)”. It is known, that in 
November 2018, DARPA and the USA Army 
signed the contract for concept develop-
ment of a prospective missile system with 
three companies: “Aerojet Rocketdyne”, 
“Exquadrum”, and “Sierra Nevada”. In the 
end of 2020, tests at ground stands should 
start, and test launches are planned for 
2022.

The new MRBM should, in practice, 
become a Pershing 3.0 improved in all re-

spects, with range up to 2,250 km, and glid-
ing hypersonic high-accuracy non-nuclear 
destructive warhead. The latter is presented 
as the main feature of the system; it is posi-
tioned as a principally new type of weapon. 
This, probably, is caused by “advertise-
ment” considerations and by unwillingness 
to demonstrate so obviously the prepara-
tion to withdrawal from the INF Treaty. 
Moreover, American military specialists, 
before the Trump's decision, even said that 
such a system did not fall under the Treaty 
restrictions, as, if to follow strictly its defini-
tions, its position is intermediate between 
ballistic missile and cruise one, and it was 
neither the former nor the latter. It is worth 
to note, that the USA Army in 2011 conduct-
ed tests of demonstrator of similar gliding 
combat unit, when it launched it by means 
of ballistic missile Polaris A3 to the range 
of 3,700 km. Unfortunately, this episode 
seems to have gone unnoticed by Russian 
diplomats concentrated on claims against 
nearly harmless UAVs and missile-training 
targets.

First of all, deployment of these systems 
against China and Asia, as well as in the 
Middle East, should be expected – there’s no 
reasons to think that peace will be restored 
there. It is clear, that Russia is most con-
cerned about stationing of American mis-

BGM-109G "Gryphon"

siles in Eastern Europe, first of all, ballistic 
ones with a short arrival time. If confronta-
tion between Russia and the West persists 
in the coming years, this is, of course, possi-
ble, but it would be an extremely escalation 
step, which can split European allies. The 
USA will rather try to prepare infrastruc-
ture for rapid deployment of the missiles in 
a number of countries.

COUNTER MEASURES

How can, should, and will Russia respond? 
First, it is evident, that after the USA with-
drawal from the INF Treaty, Moscow will 
declare that it no more considers itself be-
ing restricted by the INF Treaty provisions. 
In the previous years, by the mouth of high-
est rank persons, it spoke many times about 
the unconformity of the INF Treaty as a lot 
of new nuclear-armed countries appeared 
of in Eurasia. It is worth to note that, for the 
last two years, the criticism in regard of the 
INF Treaty was reduced sharply, that indi-
rectly shows the wish to keep it in force.

The fastest and simplest solution for 
Russia would be development of a land-
based system with a cruise missile of Kalibr 
family – luckily, the missile is ready and has 
been tested, and a “set piece” is available in 
the form of onshore missile system Club-M 
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(more details see in No.4 (51), 2018). Mini-
mum further development will permit to 
equip it with 3М-14 missiles with a range of 
at least 2,000 km, while one launcher can 
carry up to six missiles. By the way, Club-M 
systems were not purchased for the Russian 
armed forces and were not too actively pre-
sented in exhibitions in the last years, prob-
ably, in order not to provoke the USA.

The missile, in this case, will not dif-
fer much from Kalibrs of surface ships 
and submarines, but land-based systems 
will have a number of advantages for Rus-
sia. First of all, a hypothetical brigade 
consisting of six launchers with six load-
ing machines with stand-by ammunition 
load can launch 72 missiles in one salvo 
(in terms of targets destroyed at long 
range by subsonic missiles). While the to-
tal salvo of the whole Russian Navy, from 
Black and Baltic Seas to Pacific Ocean, is 
less than 200 missiles. And ship vertical 
launchers can be reloaded in the shore 
only! The Navy missile power is built-up 
with difficulties; even small missile ships 
have problems with propulsion engines, 
to say nothing of larger ships where prob-
lems with ADMS and economic issues are 
added. Other important advantages of the 
land-based systems are their relatively 
low price and highest combat stability 
with ground deconcentration in strategic 
rear.

If to speak of a response to “Strategic 
Fires Missile” / “Operational Fires (Op-
Fires)”, then it can be lightweight RS-26 
modified for use of high-precision gliding 
combat units. Some information is avail-
able, that it has been developed with the 
view of this possibility. Development of 
RS-26 was recently stopped, probably, not 
only due to optimization of expences, but 
also lest to provoke the USA for withdrawal 

from the INF Treaty once more. The USA 
expressed claims against it, suspecting that 
it was actually a MRBM, as it has once been 
tested for intercontinental range (for 5,800 
km only). Now, in response to American 
works on development, it will be possible 
“to appease their expectations”.

However, in security issues, a diplo-
matic component should be taken into ac-
count along with military-technical one. 
First of all, the efforts should be taken 
to assure Europe – to convince it in the 
fact, that the INF Treaty breakup is purely 
American initiative, to guarantee that 
deployment of missiles against targets in 
Europe (for example, not to deploy them 
to the west of Ural) is possible only as a 
response to deployment of the American 
systems. Also it is undesirable to become 
responsible for nuclear arms race – at this 
stage, American prospective systems, at 
least officially, are non-nuclear, and Rus-
sia should behave in the same way. The 
ideal result would be absence of Ameri-
can MRBMs in Western Europe (cruise 
missiles can be tolerated, as the USA and 
NATO have a lot of sea and air carriers, so 
that they will not change the overall pic-
ture).

The next decade is covered not with the 
“war fog”, luckily, but with the “uncertainty 
fog”. And we come to it in the conditions 
of breakup of the second of the three fun-
damental documents (the first one being 
the ABM Treaty on the missile defence sys-
tems) in the field of nuclear-missile arma-
ments. The third one – START is also under 
the threat. We cannot but hope, that in the 
coming years the politicians, military, and 
expert community will be successful in 
outlining a new system of agreements and 
treaties to guarantee strategic stability and 
safety. 

3М-14E missile

Coastal missile system "CLUB-M"

SERGEY LAVROV,
MINISTER OF FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS OF RUSSIA

“It is symptomatically, that the 
Republicans’ administration has 
announced its intention to withdraw 
from the INF Treaty just the day before 
mid-term Congress elections on 
November 6. Probably, it intended, not 
least of all, to support positions of the 
party before voting in such a way... 
Unfortunately, even the disarmament 
agreements between our countries 
that are so important to support 
global stability, become their [internal 
problems in the USA] victims"
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